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· I INTRODUCTION 

The value of in-breeding in the improvement of the 

domestio animals has been a subjeot for discussion ever 

since the origin of the improved breeds. The term in-breeding 

is generally used to indicate the mating of animals that are 

olosely related. although no definite rule has been or oan 

be established to indicate an exact degree of relationship 

to which the term in-breeding applies. Almost every writer 

upon the subject has used the term with a different shade 

of me~ning. \Vhy should the term in-breeding not cover all 

forms of breeding between related individuals? It ~eems to 

me that such terms as line-breeding, close-breeding, in

cestuous-breeding, etc. should fall under the gener~l head 

of in-breeding. These terms certainly represent forms of 

in-breeding, although they may represent matings of different 

degrees of relation~hip. If we acoept the term in-breeding 

as covering all forms of matings between related individ~l~, 

we can noW define in-breeding as the mating of related animals 

Without reference to the closeness of relationship. The most 

extreme type of inbreeding is continued ' brother by sister 

breeding; then follows parent 'by off,spring and first cousin 

by first cousin matings. 

Apparently, breeders are divided into three groups when 

it comes to the discusa10n of the good tIond bad effeots of 

in-breeding. One group claims many advant~ges for this form 

of breeding when directed by proper seleotion, eto. A seoond 

group takes a rather neutral viewpoint; that is, they believe 
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there is a division line somewhere, and when this method con

tinues beyond some certain point Cvery indefinite) bad re~ulta 

are sure to follow. A third group claims that in-breeding is 

dangerous, even when practiced to a slight degree. 

The following are oome of the more important claimed 

effects of in-breeding: 

1.-Advantages. Breeders who have practiced this method 

of breeding and believe it the moat efficient method of im

provement at their oommand have the following to say in regard 

to its effects: 

fa} It 18 ·the :m6st rapid method of fixing a uniform 

type. 

Cb) It accelerates the rate of imprOVement. 

C c) In-bred aniH,als are more prepotent. 

Cd) In-breeding is the only method of breeding which 

will retain and perpetuate the valuable ~ualit1" of 

an exoeptiona1ly g~od animal. 

2.-Disadvantages. Breeders who have seen bad results 

from this method of breeding or have been informed by their 

fore-fathers that it is dangerous have the following claims 

against thi s method of breedings 

Cal It weakens the constitution, decreases size, 

and malformations are common. 

Cb) It causes a loss of fecundity, and sterility 

is the final result. 

Cc) It btings about an une~ua1 proportion of males 

and females, Albin;ism. idiocy, etc. 



Does it seem plausible that a question of so great im

portance to breeders 0 fall clacses 0 f . live stock could remain 

under discussion :fbr generations without coming to some final 

concluSions, unless there exists ~me ground for an argument? 

Where have the advocates of in-breeding gotten their information? 

Have we any eVidence at the present time to show that this is 

a good or a bad practice to follow in the improvement of our 

breeds? Many questions similar to the above cannot be answered, 

but from the abund~nce of literature on the ~ubject, one comes 

to the conclusion that the advo cate s 0 f in-breeding have gotten 

th4. information mostly from actual breeding trials; the advocates 

against i~reeding have likewise gotten much of their information 

from the same source. However, many of them have had the pre

judice against in-breeding handed down to them by their fore

fathers, and they have failed to give the ~uestion due consider

ation themselves. Is it not true that one case shOWing the bad 

effects of in-breeding has turned thousands ~gain6t this method 

of breeding, and, on the other hand, several cases showing the 

advantages of in-breeding have had but little effect upon the 

average breeder? This seems to be actually what has happened 

in the past, and few have practiced in-breeding. 

Until recent years, or until the rediscovery of Mendel's 
• 

Law in 1900, we knew little about the inheritance of characters 

which go to Imlke up an individual aninJal, and consey,uently the 

blame for bad resul ts when related animals were mated were 

placed upon the method of breeding; no attention was given to 

other conditions which probably were the direct cause~ 
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of the results. 

It is a lamentable condition that we know 00 little about 

this method of breeding at the present time. If it is harmless 

and has many advantages as claimed, we are disregarding a great 
,"er~tJd 
~8az.~ in animal breeding, and spending large sums of money for 

the purchase of unrelated animals that could be utilized in 

improving the live stock industry in other ways. If it is 

harmful and these disadvantages are true, we should seek acme 

means to prevent suoh a practioe. 

In this paper I shall take the stand of a neutral, and 

all literature and available material of value upon the subject 

both for and against, will be studied with a view of determining 

our present knowledge of in-breeding in regard to the improve

ment of our domestic animals. 



REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The literature upon the aub~ect of in-breeding is so abun

dant and of such a vari6~ character that it is difficult to 

compile in a manner presentable to the reader. Fbr convenience 

we may divide this array of literature into two classes; namely. 

scientific and popular. Trouble begins with the establishing 

of a division between these two main classes. How are we to 

determine between scientific and popular literature? It seems 

to me that the division between these two cl~sees of literature 

is merely the opinion of an individual. One might say that 

scientific literature should include only actual experimental 

work which has been d:l ne to determine the effects of in-breeding. 

This would most certainly be a clear-cut division. but it would 

not place the proper value on the praotical breeding experiments 

which have been run by many breeders 0 f domestio ani mals. In 

this paper. I shall consider all experimental work and other 

literature of good or un~uestionable origin as scientifio; and 

literature of a more questionable origin. ~nd the opinions of 

men who have drawn their conclusions from the work of others 

as popular. It should be kept in mind that soientific literat.re 

is of greater value than popular, and at the same time we must 

give this class of literature (popular) due consideration. 

Under each of the above mentioned divisions. we find 

literature which is favorable. unfavorable. and neutral toward 

in-bree ding. In regard to popular literature, I shall discard 

the greater amount of that whioh we know to be absolutely 

worthless, and has been repeated time and time again merely 
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to fill up space. 

la) XIENTIFIC 

Experiments of Castle (1) and His Students 

The main objects of these experiments were to determine 

the effect of in-breeding, cro~s-breeding, and selection 

upon the fertility and variability of Drosophila. The major 

in-breeding experiment covered a period of 4i years, and 

carried a single series CA) through 59 generations of brother 

by sister matings. 

Material and Methods. The organism used was the small 
cJ 

f;ilt fly Dfosophi1a-ampe1ophi1a. The parental stock cama 

from a different source for eaoh series used. The life 

cycle was found to be short (15to 20 days), and ~ were kept 

breeding the year around at ordinary room temperature. Fbr 

the first twelve generations, the food consisted 0 f fermenting 

grapes, and from the twa1fth to fifty-ninth generation it con

Sisted of fennented bananas. 

Brother by sister ruatings were carriad on for 59 generations. 

(Following the 47th generation. cousins were a110wad to mate 

for about two generations, and during this time no racord was 

kept) Care was taken that all matings were between brother 

and sister. Pupae of the same parentage were put together. a 

pair in each 0 f a number 0 f jars (glass tumblers e o.m. deep 

tf.nd 6 c .m. wide were used during the greater part o'f the ex

periment) and cOYerad with window glass. When the imcgoa8 
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~amerged, if in any jar they proved to be of different sexes, 
they were left together; if of the same sex, the flies were 
rearranged so as to bring those of opposite sex together. 
Thus, each female was ultimately placed in a jar with a single 
male brother, and allowed to remain there during its entire 
subse~uent life. 

Pairs which produced no young by the end of 2 to 3 weeks 
~~ were ~carded as sterile, and in many cases each parent was 

placed with a new male to ascertain. if possible, in which of 
the two parents the sterility lay. 

In-breeding 

3eries A. The A series which w~s in-bred (brother by 
sister) 59 generations were of low produotiveness, compared 
with series ~, I, and outside stook, throughout the experiment, 
and sterility was very oommon. There were periods of extremely 
low produotiveness, followed by periods of higher productiveness, 
which as a rule could be attributed to lower temperatures, although 
this Variation in productiveness did not follow any definite season 
of the year, and the length of time between the period o~ low and 
higher productiveness varied from time to time. 

In October. 1903 (31st generation), the! series fell off 
very rapidly in productiveness and seemed on the verge of ex
tinction. Four out of seven pairs were sterile, and the three 
fertile pairs produced in all only twelve young. At the same 
time, control pairs from outside were producing vigorous broods 
containing from 200 to 300 individuals. 
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But in the subsequent (32d) generation, thia A series 

seemed to recover its normal condition, and maintained it, with 

some periods of fluctuat ion, to t he end 0 f the expe riment • 

The average number 0 f young produced. by the! series 

(fertile pairs) had never been as high as 200 until the 53d 

generation (winter of 1905); u~ually, it wa~ under 100, and about 

1 in 5 of the pairs formed had been sterile (at least between the 

period of the 12th and 44th generations). Control cultures made 

under identioal conditions, but from stock not in-bred, had a 

productivenesl;) two or three times as great, and showed no signs 

of sterility. If these were effects of in-breeding, they began 

to show themselves early, the small productiveness as early as 

the sixth generation, the partial sterility as early as the 13th 

generation, and probably earlier. But it was thought very im

probable that the low productiveness 0 f case! was due to in

breeding, for when the in-breeding experiment was repeated with 

other stock of flies, no appreciable diminution of fertility 

occured. 

It could no t bave been due to selection, consoious or 

unconscious, of parents of least productive broods, for it WOos the 

practioe of Messrs. Carpenter and Clark "to start a number of 

cultures and then breed from the one which succeeded best", which 

would be in general the most productive rather than the least 

productive pair. Seleotion oertainly has a much greater in

fluence on fertility than does in-breeding; so that selection 

from the mst produotive pairs is able to more than sffeet the 

effeots of in-breeding. still it was not suffioient in the 
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experiments of Carpenter and Clark to bring the A series up 

to normal productiveness. This ~hows that low productiveness 

must have been present in the! stook at the beginning of the 

experiment and persisted throughout regardless of ~election. 

The following table will show the record of the ! series 

from the 13th to 59th generation. The record of this series 

as shown on page 736, Proo. Amer. Academy of Arts ~ So., Vol. 

41, will be d i vi ded in to a s nearly four ey,ual divisions as 

possible to bring out more olearly the effeot of in-breeding 

on the size of brood and the per oent of sterility. Gener~tions 

not appearing; that is, from the thirteenth to fifty-ninth 

inclusive, indicate that the records for such generations are 

not complete. 

!able I. 

(Taken from record of ! series, P. 736) 

Average No. of 
" n" 

Per oent of 
Av. Brood for 

. t~~~~~~~~~~~~_(~'~a~C~U~J~,~~~g~) 
pairs tested I 9 10.7 10.1 5.7 
sterile pairs. 1.5 2.8 1.0 0.1 

" . " I 16.5 24.5 9.9 1.7 
fertile pairs I 44.6 7i · 104.7 205.5 

• • I 
I 

From this table it l ooka as if in-breeding has absolutely 

no effect upon fecundity and sterility. The average produotive

ness for the last ten generations (50-59 inolusive) is more than 

four times as great as for the first ten generations (15-24 in

cl usi 'Ve) recorded, and the per oent a f sterile pairs deoreased 
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from 16.5 to 1.7 per cent. It should be noted that t heaterili ty 

for the second period is almost double th~t for the first period; 

however, this period includes the 30th, 31st, 32d, and 33d 

generations where steri1i ty was unusually high. 

During the early part of this experiment, from the first 

to the twelfth generation, it was conducted by F. W. Carpenter 

and no record was kept of the number of sterile pairs, or the 

total number of young produce: 'by eaoh pair (except in generation 

6), attention being directed chiefly to the effects 0 f in

breeding on variability. No variability that occurred could be 

attribated to inbreeding. Beginning with the thirteenth gener

ation, the experi~ent was taken over by A. R. Clark, and a more 

complete record was kept. Clark had charge 0 f the experiment 

from the 13th to 25th generation; W. &. Castle from 26th to 49th 

generation; and W. M. Barrows from 50th to 59th generation. 

An acourate record was kept from the time Clark took over the 

experiment to the end, with the exception of a few generations. 

When sterile pairs occurred, each member was mated with 

new mates to ascertain in which of the two parents the sterility 

lay. Both males and females were found to be sterile, but in 

no case were both members of the same pair found to be sterile • 
. 

This indicates tr£t the sterility obberved was not relbtive, 

but absolute; for an animal which was found to be sterile 

toward one mate was sterile toward all mates. 
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Series M and N. These two series were in-bred (brother 

by sister) for fourteen generations .and proved to be much 

higher in productiveness than series !. The average brood 

never fell below 200. except in a single generation of each 

series, and was usually nearer 300, occasionally as high as 

400 or even higher. The ~ series showed a few cases of 

sporadic sterility; the! series none whatever. The M series 

increased slightly in productiveness during the fourteen gene

rations of inbreeding; the! series falling off somewhat. 

When these series were divided as nearly as possible 

into three periods 0 f equal length, the following average 

broods were obtained: 

14 series 
N series 

1-5 
261 
322 

Generations 
6-9 

239 
268 

10-14 
331 
244 

These three experiments certainly ~ow that in-breeding 

was not the cause of low productiveness and the sterility of 

series A. but that particular degree of productiveness may be 

found in stock from different parental souroes. 

The parental stock 0 f the! and !i series came from a 

different source or 10oation than the parental stock of the! 

series, and were used as a oontro1 on the results of the A 

series preViously obtained. and also to obtain a stock of known 

productiveness to use in crosses with the! series. 
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ero ss-breeding 

When males and females of the A ·series, which W8.1:i of low 

productiveness, were crossed upon individuals of series M, N, 

and the ~tock race, all being high in productiveness, the 

parental females did no t have their fecundity increased or 

diminished by the male regardless of whether he c~me from the 

low or high producing series. 

The cross-bre*ds produced by these IOOtingS were usually of 

high productivenesl:i similar to the series from which the high 

producing parent came; same matings being even more productive 

than the high producing parent, although the cross-bre~ds pro

duced by mating femtl.les of the! series to males of the high 

pro duc ing series were not alwaYI:i 0 f high productiveness. But 

as a rule th.ese cross-breeds were of high productiveness, and 

this seems to have been the only matings Where high productive

ness did not dominate in the 11 generation. The sterility 

observed in these cross-bre_ds seemed to follow very closely 

wi th the productiveness 0 f the broods. The per cent 0 f sterile 

pairs was invariably higher among the pairs selected from small 

broods. 

Selection. Selection was made from btoods of low and high 
. 

productiveness in the in-br~d series! between the 30th and 43d 

generations. The following is the average of a number of the 

lowest and highest parental and filial broods considered, tl.nd 

also the per cent of filial pa1 rs fo und to be sterile: 

LoWest 
Highest 

Parental Broods Filial Broods % Filial Pairs 
sterile 

96 91 23 
185 104 13 
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Other selections were made from brood~ more or less 

productive (different series) but of similar ancestry, and 

the following averages were obtained. 

Lowest 
Highest 

.' 

Parental Brood 

196 
232 

Filial Brood 

197 
239 

These experiments indicate that the productivene;;,;o;> can 

be more or less regulated by selection and, at the same time, 

sterility is much greater in pairs selected from low pro

ductive broo ds. 

GENERAL SUMMARY OF 3XP&RI~TS 

By Castle (1) 

1. "In-breeding pro bably reduces very slightly the pro

ductiveness of Drosophila, but the productiveness may be fully 

maintained under co nstant in~breeding (bro ther by si ster) if 

selection ia made from more productive families • 
. 

2. In crosses of a race of low productivene~s and inclined 

to sterility (race A) with a race of high productiveness (B) 

it has been found that females 0 f race A do not have thei r 

fecundi ty increa~ed by IDa t ing wi th males 0 f race B, and conversely 

females of race B do not have their fecundity diminished by 

mating with males of race A. Hence, every male not actually 

sterile furnishes an abundanoe of functional spermatozoa. 

3. The ero sS-breJ(ds produced by mating B-1 by A~ were all 

of high pro~otiveness. 

4. The eross-breNds produced by mating A~ by B' were 
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usually, but not always, of high produotiveness. 

5. The ohildren of both orosses (see 3 ;4) were of 

both high and low produotiveness. 

6. Low produotiveness is inherited after the manner of 

a Mendeli4n recessive oharacter in certain of the oro~ses made 

skipping a generation and tI~n reappearing. In other cuses 

it failed to reappear in generation '2' indioating its complete 

extinction by the croas. In a few oases it failed to be 

dominated by high produotiveness in generation ~l. In suoh 

cases the female parent was alsays of raoe A. Henoe, low 

produotiveness, or sterility of the female may be transmitted 

directly through the egg from mother to daughter, but only 

indirectly through the sperm, the character skipping a generation. 

7. A oross between two races, one in-bred for 30 or more 

generations and of low produotivenebs, the other in-bre' for less 

than ten generations and of high produotiveness, produced off

spring like the latter in produotiveness but not ~perior to 

it. 

8. The same two raoes orossed after an additional yeur 

of inbreeding produoed offspring superior to either pure raoe 

in produotiveness. 

9. In-breeding does not affeot the v&riability of parts 

nor the size of individuals." 
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EXPERIMENTS OF W. J. MOENKHAUS (2) 

These experiments were run to de.termine the effect of 

in-breeding and selection on the fertility, vigo r, and sex 

ratio of Drosophila Ampelophila. 

Material and Methods. Several strain~ (different parental 

. source) were started at the beginning 0 f these experiments, but 

only two were carried beyond the ~econd 0 r third generati on, 

and the~e were called i and 1. The latter was discontinued 

after the tenth generation dinoe it had been from the begin

ning apparently le~s prolific. The strain i was in-bred 

(brother by sister) for over 75 generations, and il;j the one 

on which the results of in-breeding are , based. 

The brothers and sisters were paired off in 8 dram shell 

Vials wi thin the first ten or twelve hourl;j of their life as 

imagoes. The food consisted entirely of well ripened bananas 

and all possible precautions were taken to prevent foreign 

eggs from being introduced on the food. To prevent the larvae 

from pupating in the ' food, narrow stripl;j of mOist blotter or 

filter paper were introduoed in which they seemed to be es

pecially fond 0 f pupating. The vials used were very satis

factory, as they could be plugged with cotton, which allowed 

a small amount of a1 r to enter. The fl fes are strongly 

poSi tive to light, so that the Vials could be laid with their 

bottoms toward the light and the cttton plugs removed with 

safety for the introduction of food. The room temperature 

was kept as near constant as possible, vur;ying from 60 to 

80 degrees Fahrenheit. 
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Sterility (strain No.6). When this in-breeding ex

periment first began, 5 pairs (brother by sister) were mated 

in each generation. Along at the fifth and sixth generation, 

it became more and more difficult to keep the strain alive 

wi th the five pairs of brothers and S1 sters that were mated 

each generation. The failure of an ocoasional pair to pro

duce young had hitherto been attributed to the conditions of 

food. etc •• but this no longer seemed a satisfactory explana

tion of all the failures to produoe young. To avoid the - -
strain from running out. and to gain a better knowledge of 

the cause for unproductive pairs, a much larger number of 

pairs were seleoted to breed from than had previously been 

used. The greatest care was taken with the food, temperature, 

etc •• and it was soon learned that Ii. variable per oent of the 

pairs were sterile. It was olear now that while in-breeding 

had not reduced the general vitality of the strain (so far as 

could be detected) thus far, there had appeared a large number 

of sterile pairs. 

Character of the sterility. The females of these sterile 

pairs were apparently productive so far as the capaci ty to 

produce eggs, and as c,pulation had taken place fre~uently 

between individuals of muny sterile pairs, it seemed that 

impregnation should follow. To find an explanation of thia 

ste rili ty, thou sands 0 f eggs were rellX)ved from the Vials and 

placed in other Vials 00 that they could be observed with the 

microscope. Th8,1 were examined after twenty-four, forty-eight, 

and seventy-two hours. and never was there an egg observed 
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which produced a larva. Eggs remoyed from fertile matings, 

under identical conditions, produced larvae within twenty

four hours. The eggs were not sectioned and examined to see 

whether spermatozoa entered the eggs 0 r whethe r they conta med 

partially developed larvae which failed to hatch; however, 

the sex at fault was determined in this strain. This was 

done in the following manner. After a pair by sufficient 

trial had proven itself infertile, the male was mated to a 

virgin female of a fresh strain that had not been in-bred 

and possesded a high degree of fertility, and the fenDle 

was Similarly mated wi th a male, usually one who se fertili ty 

had been established. Sixty-four such cases were tried and 

in no case did the females fail to produce young, and in no 

case did the males produce any. Although repeated, c~pulation 

took place. This establi she. the fact the. t in thi 8 strain 

the sterility lies exclul;;ii vely in t he male and that the female 

has lost apparently nothing in fertility. Here it is interesting 

to note that Castle (1) found either sex to be ~terlle. 

However, Castle took no account of eggs and larvae, but merely 

the production of pupae, so that his sterility cannot be with 

certainty compared to the sterility of this experiment. These 

results ahow that when sterility occurs, it is complete for all 

males. 

Degrees of Sterility • . It was observed that l*irs selected 

from the same brood (all brothers and sisters) had a wide 

variation in productiveness, ranging from complete sterility 

to comparatively high fertility. To test this Variation ot 
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fertility, the following experiment was carried out: 

About 200 eggs from each of 17 .pairs of flies were laid 

out as indicated in the previous experiment. Ten of these 

pairs had been in-bred fo r 17:i.generat10ns while seven belonged 

to fresh stock that had not been in-bred. Of the ten pairs 

of the in-bred strains, five belonged to a strain mich had 

arrived at a very low degree of fertility; only 36 per cent 

of the forty-two pairs tested were fertile. These five pai rs 

were brothers and sisters to many of the sterile pairs consid

ered in the preceding experiment. The other five pairs (of 

the ten in-bred) were from a strain which had been held by 

selection to a high degree of fertility; namely, 97~ of the 

thirty-four pairs tested were fertile. Both of these strains 

were descended from common great-grandparents. 

A comparison of the fertility of the eggs produced by 

these three strains were made. The comparison was made of 

three conditions; i.e., (1) eggs from a highly infertile, 

in-bred strain; (2) eggs from a highly fertile inbred atrain; 

and (3) eggs from a presumably normal strain thAt had not been 

in-bred. Approximately the first 200 eggs of each pair were 

laid out in batches of about twenty to twenty-five to the 

vial. The number of eggs that hatched and also the number 

that immerged as imagoes were noted in each oase. The fol

lOWing is the average results for~ r. pa:l.c:a;:a£ each strain: 
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In-bred (low fertility) F. 130. 

Table n. . . 
Pairs:Tota1 eggs: Total eggs 

placed hatched 

5 915 890 

(High ferti1i ty) 

5 950 932 

. . 
• Total" imagoes; % : % 

emerged Eggs hatched:lm~goes 
: : emerged 

795 97.27 86.8 

809 98.2 85.1 

Normals (not in-bred) 

7 1189 1155 975 97.2 82 

From thi stable it appears that the fertility 0 f the eggs 

from the highly fertile in-bred ~nd the hjgh1y infertile in-bred 

strains differ5very slightly ~~~_in the per cent of eggs 

hatched or the per cent of imagoes emerged. This c1e~rly brings 

out the fact that when infertility ar~se) inthis str~in, it 

ar~se~ suddenly and does not present all intergradations; that 

is, one does not find that among a large number 0 f brothers and 

sisters some pairs whose eggs partially hatch, and other pairs 

that range in this respect, on the one hand, to perfect fertility, 

and, on the other, to complete sterility. The fertility of the 

eggs is either of ~ high degree of completely lost. 

In the compari son 0 f 1n-bre,Jfds wi th the no rmals (not in-bred) 

in regard to the percentage of eggs hatched, no essential dif

ference was observed. This would seem to indicate that the pairs 

that had not completely lost their fertility, in so far as hat

ching their eggs 1s concerned,had undergone no deterioration 
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whatever as a result of seventeen generations of in-breeding. 

IN-BREEDING AND YIqOR 

This experiment covered a period of 4t years, and more 

than 75 generations of brother by: sister matings were observed. 

The methods of mating have previously: been stated. In the 

early: part of thiS experiment, the vigor of the in-bred straina 

6 and 7 was tested in the following manner: (1) Their rate of 

reaction to light and gravity; (2) the total number of eggs 

produced; and (3) the percentage of eggs Which hatched and 

emerged. 

(1) The reaction of thiS animal. toward 1i ght t;.nd agti-inst 

gravity is well known. To get a measure of the rti-te of reaction, 

the flies were made to travel through a blackened glabs tube 

16 c.m. in length. The tube was inclined about 26 degrees, and 

a light placed at the upper end. To make everything as uniform 

as possible, the two batches of flies (in-bre~ds and normti-ls) 

were reared under the same c ond i tions, were of the same age, 

temperature of the room was kept the BUme, and the sexes were 

about equal. The results were as follows: At a temperature 

of 27.2 deg. C" 133 normals took an averti-ge of 16 seconds to 

travel the distance, and 140 in-breds tood 15.4 seconds. In 

bo th gro lIpS, the IlBle s trl.i.~el ed the di stance on an average 0 f 

three Q6conds less time. Here again. inbreeding has not cti-llbed 

any injurious effects wi th respect to these agents. 

(2) Great care was ob~erved in counting the eggs produced 

by the 5 wut1ngs (only fertile pairb) up to the 9th t;.nd lOth 
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generations 0 f series 6 and 7. 1;0 mb.te r ib.l reduction occurred 

during this perio d. Such variat ions as occurred were attri but ed 

to indi vidual di fferences in the females. 

(3) The data given in table I shows thcl.t no dete r ioration 

had taken place in respect to r~tching und emerging ~ualities 

where in-breeding had been prCl.cticed fo r seventeen generations. 

lIo such exacting determinations were made during the latter part 

of the experiment, but Mr. Moenkhaus believed that no detrimental 

effects were rpanifested by seventy-five generations of in-breeding. 

~~erility and Selection. More than 50 per cent of the males 

of some pairs had become sterile during the thirteenth and four

teenth generations. On the other hand, while practically all 

pairs showed oome degree of sterility, this was observed tovl:J.ry 

much between the di fferent brothers and sisters of the same 

brood. As sterility was not wholly wCl.nting in broods that had 

not been in-bred, it was very doubtful as to whether this I:3terility 

was a direct phYSiological result of in-breeding. In order to 

keep the strain alive, it was decided to determine the effect of 

selection. 

Thia was done as follows: In the fourteenth generation, 

three fertile paire of brothers and sisters from the same breod 

were isolated und mated. The offspring of each of these were 

paired to determine the degree of sterility. It wad found thut 

nine out of twelve pl:J.irs tested, from the pair marked A. were 

infertile; from ano ther pl:J.ir marked B, four pai rs 0 ut 0 f four

teen te~ted were infertile; and pair C threw offspring with five 

pairs o ~; t of fifteen infertile. l'uir A showed 75 per oent of 
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paira(offapring} infertile, while the pairs Band C approximately 

the reverse ratio. At this point of the experiment, pair C 

was discontinued and the descendants of pairs A and Bare 

referred to as strains A and B. 

To be sure that the strain A continued to s row a low degree 

of fertility and the strain B a lligh degree 0 f fertility wi th

out selection, a single fertile pair of each strain was tested. 

The pairs tested came from the fifteenth in-bred generation. 

Forty-seven pairs 0 f .offspring were tested from the pair coming 

from the A strain. Twenty-seven pairs or 57 per oent of the 

pairs were found to be sterile,while in strain B none of the 

37 pairs tested were found to be sterile. The· same prooess 

was repeated with a pair of the sixteenth generation of the 

two strains. strain A showed Sixty-four per oent of the forty

two pairs tested to be sterile, while strain B Showed three 

per oent of the 36 pairs tested to be sterile • 

. To be absolutely positive that he Was no t unoonsoiously 

seleoting pairs that gave the above results, and probably not 

representing the true state of fertility of the strains, he 

seleoted five pairs from each strain (eighteenth generation) 

and tested the fertility of their offspring. The following 

table gives the results obtained. 
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Table No • .1IL 
~....... ... 

Strain A (Journal of Marpholegy, Vol. 22, p. 136) ---------------

18 (1) 

18 (2) 

lS (3) 

18 (4) 

18 (5) 

No. ~airs 
Tested 

52 

51 

52 

56 

28 

No. Pairs 
fertile 

27 

37 

37 

45 

19 

No. pairs 
infertile 

25 

14 

15 

11 

9 

Avera.ge fertility for 239 pairs 69%. 

18 (1) 

18 (2) 

18 (2) 

18 (4) 

15 

14 

19 

22 

Strain B. 
~ 

15 

14 

19 

15 

o 

o 

o 
7 

18 (5) 23 23 0 
Average fertility for 93 pairs 92.5 h. 

% l,>airs 
fertile 

51 

72 

71 

80 

69 

100 

100 

100 

68 

100 

% pairs 
jnfertile 

49 

28 

29 

20 

31 

o 
o 

o 

32 

o 

From these results, one would draw the same conclusion 

as did Mr. Moenkhaus,--that by selection from among the variable 

offspring of generation fourteen of the in~bred strain, two 

strains, one of low and amther of high fertility have been 

established. 

At this point, strain B was dropped, but by seleotion a 

s.train 0 f high fertility was established from strain A in two 

generationa, which gave an average fertility for 211 paira 

of 93.8%. The offspring of five paira were tested for each 

generation • . The Sex ratio was al eo found to be an inherent 
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character and amen¢able to selection. 
I 

(By Moenkhaus 2) 

1. "Drosophila ampelophila may be in-bred (brothers and 

~isters) for 75 or more generations. 

2. In-breeding in itself is not deleterious to the 

fertility or vigor of this species. 

3. Infertility normally occurs to a varying degree umong 

the offspring of any pair. Promi~cuous in-breeding among 

such offspring may perpetuate and even intensifY this character. 

When sterility appeared in t he strain expe riment ed with, it 

was always complete, appeared saddenly, 8nd was confined to 

the mal. e. 

4. By the judicious seleotion of the brothers and si oters 

to be mated from a br00d that ohows a high degree of infertility, 

this infertility can be eliminated by seleotion, although con

tinaing the in-breeding in the closest poosible way. 

5. There is a Wide divergenoe in the fertility and pro

ductiveness among the different pairs taken in nature, but 

by proper selection and closest in-breeding, these may be 

readily br~ught to either a high or a low state with respect 

to these characters. 

6. Many generati 'Jns of closest in-breeding ~ not 

necessarily cause any loss in size, perfeotion of form, r~te 

of reaction to light and gravi ty, egg pro duction, or length 

of life and sex ratiO. 
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7. Sex-ratio is an inherent character.istic of this 

cre~ture, strongly transmissible and amenable to selection. 

8. The female is almost wholly re~ponsible in the trans

mi ssi on of sex-rat io • Fo r if femal es from a strain po ssessing 

a high female ratio be mated with males from a struin pos

sessing a low female ratio or vice versa, the offspring will 

~how a sex ratio which is wholly or very near that of the 

strain from Which the females were taken." 

Experiment of Dr. King (3). (This experiment has not 

been published in full, but a synop~is of portions of it 

appears in the January and February i~sues of the Journal 

of Heredity,--19l6) Dr. Helen Dean King of the ~iS~Q~ 

Institute, Philadelphia, ~a., has carried on an in-breeding 

experiment With white rats for 22 generations, accompanied 

by careful selection and followed by excellent results. 

This experiment wa~ first started to determine whether 

in-breeding al ters the sex ratio by increasing the nwnber of 

males, as a number of investigators have cl~imed. 

In the rat, the normal ~ex ratio was found to be the 

same as in man and cattle; namely, 107 males to 100 females. 

Dr. King began her work by taking from the stock animals one 

healthy litter of new born rats, two males and two females. 

During the first six generations, no oelection fOr ~ex was 

made, the object being to get the stock well established 

and homogenous. l~o change in sex rat~ appeared during this 

period. Brother by Sister nw.ting was practiced from the start. 

The descendan ta of one pair 0 f t he rats after the 6th generation 
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all came from the mating of brother and sister from litters 

in which males invtt.riably predominated. Thi~ she called the 

A or male line. The B or female line of her experiment came 

from the other pair of the original litter and was obtained 

by mating brothers and sisters from litters containing (after 

the 6th generation) an excess of femules. 

After the sixth generati on, constant selection was 

followed for t he A line in one direction and for the B line 

in the other direction with strict in-breeding of the animals 

selected. She also selected from the most vigorous broods, 

and avoided the mating of an individual which did not appear 

normal. 

By the above method, it appears that the tendency to 

produce a disproportionate number of one sex was fixed in 

each line of descent. Instead of a normal ratio of 107 to 

100 (Which was established for this particular stock at the 

beginning of the experiment, by ascertaining the sex ratio 

in 1,000 new-born litters) Dr. King found in various gener

ations ratios as far apart as 150 males to 100 females in 

the £ or male producing line, and 65 males to 100 females 

in the B or female producing line. At the time this data 

was taken, about 1,000 rats were being produced each gener

ation. 

After 22 generations of in-breeding (brother by Sister) 

Dr • . King found no deterioration in any respect. The rats 

were larger and more fertil e than the common sto ck. furing 
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the six years that the experiment has -been conducted, she 

has failed to find a single sterile individual. In the 6th 

in-bred generation, she produced the largest albino r~t 

ever recorded. At the end of fifteen months, he weighed 

550 grams, while the stock rat~ of the same age, bred without 

regard to consanguinity, ~verage 320 grams. 

Dr. King sums up the experiment to date as follOWS: 

"The results so far obta:ned with these rats indicate 

that close in-breeding does not necessarily lead to a 10613 

of size or of constitutional vigor or of fertility, if the 

animals so mated come from sound stock in the beginning 

and sufficient care is tuken to breed only from the best 

indi viduals." 

From Dr. King's results, in regard to sex ratio, it looks 

as if strains 0 f rats can easily be established which pre

dominate in either sex, and in-breeding has no effect unles8 

the character be present in the stooke 

Experiments of Bos, Weisman, and VonGuaita. Castle (4), 

Thompson (5). and Morgun (6) each give a synopsis of the in

breeding experiments of Bos, WeiBman, and ·VonGua1ta as 

follows: 

"Bos (BioI. Centralb.,~ XIV, 1894) practiced con

tinuous in-breeding of a f~ily of rats for six years (30 

generations). No ill effects were observed during the first 

half 0 f the experiment, but in the following generations 

there was very marked decrease of fertility, incre~se of 
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mortality, and decrea~e of ~ize. But there was no disease or 

abnormality which could be attributed to in-breeding. The 

average ~ize of the litter in the fir~t half of the experi

ment W13.i.3 about 7.5 und fell to 3 .2 in the la~t half. Many 

pairs were found to be completely sterile, the i.3ize decrea sed 

from 8 to 20 per cent, and the mortality of the young increased 

from 3.9 per cent (1887) to 45.5 per cent (1892). 
;16. 

Weisman ("Berichte der Naturforschen Gese11schaft zu 

Freiburg;' 1900) in-bred a colony of mice for 8 years (29 gener- . 

ations). The result was a loss of fertility. In the firat 

10 generutions, the average young per litter was 6.1; in the 

next generations it was 5.6; and the last nine generations, it 

Wa~ 4.2. This experiment was carried on for several generations 

by Von Guaita with similar results. 

3xperiment of N. H. Gentry (7). Mr. Gentry, who has 

in-bred Berkshire hogs fo r a number 0 f years, has the following 

to say in regard to this method of breeding: 

"In-breeding, as a rule, is very goo d or very bad. If 

you intensif,y the blood of animals that are good, you do good, 

but if they are bad, you go wrong as fast or fa6ter than you 

go right in the other case. If it is true that in-breeding 

intensi fies weakne ss of consti tution, laok 'of vigor or too 

great fineness of bone, as we all believe, is it not as 

reasonable and as oertain that you can intensifY strength of 

constitution, heavy bone, or vigor if you have these traits 

well developed in the blood of the animals you are in-breeding 

The latter is certainly my belief and my experienoe. 
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I al.o believe, as do mo st well-info rmed breeders, that the 
in-bred anirrbl, if a good one by inheritance from ance~tors 
of the same quality, will, as a rule, prove the more pre
potent breeder; that is, he will show improvement to a greater 
extent when crossed on outside families. I believe there is 
little or nothing to fear from kinship of animals mated, 
if they are suited to be mated together. I have watched 
results of in-breeding in my herd for years, and until I can 
discover some evil effects from it, and I have not yet, I 

shall continue to practice it. I think many breeders have 
made mistakes by studying pedigrees; that is comparing pedi
grees with each other, rather than studying the animals." 

Mr. Gentry's experiment began with the boar, Longfellow 
16,835, sired by' Charmar's Duke 13,360 and out of an imported 
sow. Thi s eow was Sired by the same boar as was the dam of 
C~armar's Duke. After the death of LongfelloW, his best 
sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons were used in the herd. 
Mr. Gentry states that one of the largedt and best boars he 
ever produced was by a son of Longfellow out 0 f a fuiughter 0 f 
Longfellow. "This boar weighed 660 pounds at 13 months and 
6 days of age, with as much aotion, strength, vigor, and 
masculine development as 'fJ.n¥ boar I ever saw," said Mr. Gentry. 

To further substantiate his views on in-breeding, I ~uote 

the follOWing from a letter I reoently received from Mr. 
Gentry: "Lady Lee 50th 33,469 was the sreatest sow I ever 
saw of any breed and so said many good jud~es who bred other 
breeds of hOIS. Her full brothers, King Lee 27,500, King Lee 
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~2d 29,801, Baron Lee 4th 33,446, and Baron Lee 6th 34,246 

were all among the greatest ever produced, . and were all great 

breeders. All by Longfellow 16,835 and out of a sow (Lady 

Lee .7th) strongly bred in the same blood. I could mention 

many other famous animals produced by the same method of 

breedjng~ Notice the pedigree of Lady Lee 50th which shows 

the degree of in-breeding practiced in producing the famous 

animals just mentioned by Mr. Gentry. 

Mr. A. J. Lovejay, another famous American breeder of 

Berkahires, attributes his success to the pra~tice of in

breeding. lie is ~uoted by Davenport (30) as fbllows: 

"We are believers in quite close,even in-breeding. We 

find the greatest show animals are closely in-bred. Sires 

to half-Sisters is the most common form of close breeding, 

though cousiI!s, nephews, and nieoes, and even brothers and 

Sisters are bred together with great sucoess. It of course 

requires good judgment in mating animals that are particularly 

strong in individual merit. Jhould each have a bad effect 

in any way, we should expeot that to be more manifest in the 

offspring than in the parents, and likewise the good pOints 

would be better; so, if one mates eq~lly good specimens, the 

produce Will be an improvement. There is no Sire of any breed 

so prepotent aa an in-bred sire. ~nen we get to the point 

Where we feel the need of outside blood, we mate an imported 

sow wi th out- bect boar, mld from thi s 1 it ter Vie select a 

boar to use upon the get of his own Sire from other sows 

in the herd; that is, we breed this boar to his own half-sisters." 
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Experiments of Cornevin. Charles Cornevin (8) 
practiced in-breeding with cattle, sheep, and fowls for 
many years without injury, but his experiment with swine 
was unfavorable to this method of breeding. He in-bred 
his Hollander Cattle for twelve years, Jersey cattle for 
twelve years, and Merino sheep for eleven years without 
observing any evidence of degeneracy. He in-bred York
shire and Essex swine for a number of years, and found 
that they became too fat and sterility or deorease of 
fecundity was the result. Pigeons regularly in-breed 
in the closest manner, according to Cornevin;. that is, 
brotter mates with sister. He also states that this is 
often the case of swans, geese, duoks, and guinea-fowls. 
He pursued in-breeding for eleven years with guinea
fowls and geese, and there waS no perceptible change of 
color, weight, or fecundity. His rabbits were in-bred 
for several generations. Their offspring beoame white to 
a large extent, or developed a strong tendency to al
bin9iam. 

From these experiments, he drew the conclusion th~t 
in-breeding did aot on all animals alike, and one could 
not assert for all species, . that it w~s wholly harmless. 

Bize (9) found by breeding together brother and 
sister of the Yorkshire breed of swine that in two years 
the in-breeding resulted in a loss of 61.6 pounds in 
weight at twelve months of age. He then crossed the 
Yorkshire breed with a Frenoh breed (Croanna1a) and 
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found that the offspring were larger than the Yorkahires, 

although not as large as the Croannis breed. 

Experiments of Wright and Nathusius (11). Mr. John 

Wright crossed the same boar with his daughter, grand

daughter, and great-grand-daughter, and so on for seven 

generations. The result was that in many instanoes the 

offspring failed to breed; in others, they produoed few 

that lived; and of the latter, many were idiotio, not 

having enough sense to suck, and when attempting to move 

could not walk straight. The beet BOW produced during 

the Whole seven generations was one in the last stages 

of desoent, but the litter conBisted of this one SOW. 

This BOW failed to breed to her Sire, yet bred at the 

first trial to a stranger in blood. It seems that 
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in Mr. Wright'a experiment, long continued and extremely 
clo~e in-breeding did not affect the extern~l form or merit 
of the young; yet, the men~al powers, general constitution, 
~nd the reproductive function~ of many were seriously ~ffected. 

(/2),-The experiment 0 f Na thus ius ~s quo ted by Iarwi n-p. 101. - ,t 
"He imported from England apregn~nt sow of the large York~hire 
breed, and bred the product closely in-and-in for three 
generations: the result was unfavorable, as the young were 
weak in constitution, with impaired fertility. One of the 
latest sows which he esteemed a good ani mal pro duced, wben 
paired with her own uncle (who was known to be productive 
when paired with sows of other breeds), a litter of six, and 
a second time a litter~of only five weak pigs. He then 
paired this sow with a boar of a small black breed, which 
he had likewise imported from England; this boar when matched 
with sows of his own br-eed, produced from seven to nine young. 
Now the so w 0 f the large breed which wa.s eo unpro ducti ve when 
paired with her own uncle, yielded to the small black boar in 
the first litter twenty-one, and in the second litter 18 pigs; 
so that in one year she produced thirty-nine young." 

In-breeding Cattle. Bakewell, who is recognized as the 
foremost early improver of livestock, "cared not about distunt 
or near affinities in his experiments With Long Horn cattle 
and Leicester sheep," says Mac Ibnald (l~). Manly Miles (14) 
also mentions the metho d.a of breeding adopeted by Mr. Fowler 
and Mr. Bakewell. The pedigree of Shakespeare given by Miles 
(p 148) shows the extent to which in-and-in breeding was 
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practiced by those who were most successful in improving the 

Long).Horn breed. Shakespeare was the most famous animal ever 

bred by Mr. Fowler and his sire D represents one of Bakewell's 
[OF.) - ,J'11] 

, improved Longhorns. Yanott~says that Bakewell's cattle, after 

a long period of close breeding, acquired a delicacy of con

stitution with common management, and the propagation of the 

species was not at -all certain. Miles also mentions the 

"high-bred" (meaning in-bred) Devon cow, Eveleen 5th (466), 

formerly owned by the Michigan Agricultural College. According 

to Miles, she was an exceptional individual; being a regular 

breeder, a good milker, and remarkable for her feeding qu~li

ties and sound constitution. (Miles, 14, p. 148) "Her dam 

traces to Forester thirty times, to G111ifant ten times, to 

Hundred Guinea seven times, and to ~uartlyts Prince of Wales 

three times in eight generations. Her sire within the same 

limits traces to FOrester twenty-one times, to 3illifant 

twenty times, to Hundred. Guines thirteen times, and to 

~uartly's Prince of Wales five times." ~uartly's Prince of 

Wales (105) was also closely bred in the blood of Hundred 

Guinea (56) and Sillifant (120). (Pedigree taken from Miles' 

Stock Breeding p. 149) 

Chillingham Cattle. (Darwin, 12, p. 97) "The half-wild 

cattle, which have been kept in British parks probably for 

400 or 500 years, or even for a longerper10d, have been 

advanced by Culley and others as a case of long-continued 

inter-breeding within the limits of the same he~d without 
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any conse~uent injury. With reQpect to the cattle at 
Chillinghwn. the late Lord Taclterville own.ed tha.t they were 
bad breeders. The agent. Mr. Hardy, estimates that in ~he 

4/1/1V4//ff 
herd of about fifty the average number of aniIDals~slaughtered. 
killed by fighting. and dying is about ten. or one in five. 
As the herd is kept ur nel;l.rly to the same averaee number, 
the anhaal rate of increase must be 11kewiseabout one in 
five. The bulls. I may add, engage in furious battles. of 
which the I're ~ent Lord Tankerville has e:iven me a graphic 
description, so that there will always be rigorous selection 
of the most vigorous males. I procured in 1855 from Mr. 
D. Gardner. agent to the Duke of Hamilton. the following 
a ccount of the wild cattle kept in the Duke's park in 
Lanarkshire, which is about 200 aores in extent. The number 
of oattle varies from Sixty-five to eighty; and the number 
annually killed (I presume by all causes) is from eight to 
ten; so that, the aw~41 rate of inorease can hardly be more 
than one in six. Now in ~uth America, where the herds are 
half wild and therefore offer a nearly fair standard of com
parison, according to Azara, the natural inorease of the 
oattle on an estanoia is from one third to one fourth the 
total number, or one in between three and four; this, no 
doubt, applies to adult animals fit for consumption. Hence, 
the half-wild British cattle which have long inter-bred 
within the same herd are far leas fertile. Although in an 
open oountry like Paraguay, there must be some croasing ' 
between the different herds, yet even, according to Azara, 
the inhabitants believe that the occasional introduction of 

-------- - •• --_____ 0.........-__________ _ 
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::tt£;animals from distant locta.lities is neoessary to prevent 
degeneration in size and dimunition in fertility." Darwin 
attributes the apparent loss of size and lessened fertility 
of the cattle in the Chillingham and the Duke's park ta.S due 
to close breeding rather thun to less favorable conditions 
of life. 

Aberdeen Angus Cattle In-bred. In the early develop-
ment of Aberdeen Angus breed of oattle. in-breeding was 
praotioed to some extent, but not to the same deg!ee it 
was used in building up the Shorthorn foundation stock. 
Mr. Hugh Watson, who was to the Aberdeen Angus breed what 
the Colling brothers were to the Shorthorns. followed the 
breeding methods of the early improvers of the Shorthorns. 
Mdodonald and Sinolair (16) state that his methods of breeding 
were to mate the best with the best regardless of relation-

L12~) -,P. :ll+.l ship. Plumb1 states that Watson in-and-in bred and produoed 
a more early maturing, heavier-fleshed. blockier type that 
dressed out better than ever before. The following is a very 
good example of Watson's method of breeding. quoted from the 
Transactions of the Highland and Agrioultural Sboieties of 
Scotland (17): 

"Jaok I. or better known as Old Jaok (oalved in 1842) 
was the greatest bull bred by Hugh Watson, Keillor, Scotland. 
Old Jaok's pedigree. when traoed baok to 1808 or six generations. 
we find only six anoestors instead of Sixty-four. Here he 
tr~oes baok to the two bulls ~nn.tyne ~ndy and Tarnty Jook. 
With whioh Watson started breeding in 1808. His father 
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Grey-breasted Jack, was also his grandfather, and his dam's 
dam was also her grand-dam. Old Jack Was a great Qhow 
animal, &nd is regarded as the foundation sire of the following 
families: Ballindalloch Eriea, ~ride of Aberdeen, ~avourite 
and Princess." 

Mr. ~N4Combie 0 f 'rillyfour, Seo tland, was al so among the 
earlier. improvers who developed a wonderful herd between 
1830 and 1880. His practice was to breed from close affinities, 
but according to Macdonald and Sinclair (16) (p. 93), he 
made the following statement in regard to inbreeding: 

"In-and-in breeding may be pursued for a time, until the 
type is developed, but to continue to breed in-and-in is not 
only against my experience, but I believe against nature." 

Although ~ . ..J1;Combie did not believe in continued close 
breeding, we find tba t some 0 f hi s best animal s were very 
closely bred. Windsor 202, Charlotte 203, Lola Montes 208, 
Bloomer 201, and Black Jock of Tillyfour 365 were all in-bred 
animals and were among the moat famous Aberdeen Angus of their 
day. Many of the later herds of Scotland were made famous by 
the use of these animals and their descendants. The found
ation animals of the herd of Sir George Macpherson Grant were 
closely descended from the Watson and McCombie ~attle· 

The pedigrees 0 f the above animals as presented here 
are not complete, but they illustrate McCombie's practice 
of in-breeding. Here again, as in the oa~e 0 f the Shorthorn 
and Herefo rd eattle, in-breeding has been the metho d 0 f 
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breeding adopted in developing or establishing the Aberdeen 

Angus · breed. 

In-breeding Guinea-pigs and Habbits; C~.tle (4--p 148) 

gives an interesting account of the origin of a polydactylous 

race ot guinea-pigs. This race was built up by the closest 

in-breeding ot individuals, desoended from one individual. To 
. . 

quote from Castle --"This race has now been in existence for ten , 
yeats, and it conSists of one of the largest and most vigorouS 

strains of guinea-pigs 1 have ever seen. It shows no indications 

of diminished fertility." 

Huth (18--pp 277-287) inbred rabbits (brother by sister) 

fo·r many generations, and found not the slightest indication 

of albin~ism (claimed by Aube and others). The size increased 

but there was a loss of fecundity. He did not attribute this 

loss of fecund~ty to in-breeding, because he made no delection 

for fertility, and there was no eVidence to _how that this 

character was not introduced accidently. His original stock 

Was composed of a pair of unrelated dilver-grey rabbits,--know

ing nothing of their ancestors. White rabbits appeared 00-

casionally in the first few generations, but these were discarded 

and the silver-grey coat beoame more constant. 

In-breeding Sheep. Mr. Miles (14--p 150) and Mr. Huth 

(18--p 253) state that in-breeding is ~uite generally practiced 

by Sheep breeders. "The Merino sheep bred by the late EdWin 

Hammond present a remarkable example of olose breeding. They 

were bred in-and~in by Col. Humphreys up to the period · of Mr. 
Atwood's pur ha c . se • Mr. Atwood bred his entire f100k from one 

• 
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ewe, and never used any but pure Humphreys ramS. Mr Hammond 

has preserved the same blood entirely intact, and thus, after 

being drawn beyond all doubt from an unmixed Spanish Cubana, 

they have been bred in-and-in in the United ~~ates for up

wards 0 f sixty years. The pedigree of the ram Gold Drop, for 

which Mr. Hammond refu·sed $25,000 is an example of his 

close breeding." 

American Saddle Horse in-bred. W. A. Anderson (19) 

states that so far as is known to him, but one earnest and 

intelligent attempt has been made to evolve a pure bred type 

of saddle horae, and he relates with interest the experiment 

of J. Gano JOhnson of Montgomery County, Kentucky. 

Johnson selected three great aires to furnish the 

foundation material for his n~ horse; Indian Chief, Harrison 

Chief, and Wilkes. All three sires were of the light harness 

type, rather than the saddle conformation, but in the great 

Speed of Wilkes the so undness, strength, and action 0 f 

Harrison, and the intelligence and ~ ref1nement of Indian, he 

believed that he had the essential elements to make a great 

breed of fine horses. His stud was established in the early 

eighties and by the judicious use of the blood of these three 

animals and their desdendants, there has come a great type 

of horge. The mares first used did not possess the deSired 

~uul1tie8; so, he practiced in-breeding in order to produce 

mares which Would breed true to the desired qual i ties. "One 

of these ,",ueen, traces .through Whirlwind to Indian Chief 

and Geo. \ Wilkes, while his Sire, Red ClOUd, was by Indian 

Chief and out of the da~ of Wilson's King. This beautiful 
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in-bred mare, ~ueen, was mated with Wilson's King, son of 

li&rri l;)on Chief. The colt from this muting, Golden King, 

proved valuable·l,oth as a show horse and as a sire. The 

half brother of Golden King, Claud Xing, by Wilson's Xing 

out of May Chief by Harrison Chief i~ I;)carcely less famous 

than Golden himself." The delicendants 0 f this neW type of 

horse are now numeraus ,. in -.Kentucky and other states. 

Anderson (20) al~mentions the close breeding of the 

saddle-bred colt which won first prize at the Kentucky 

State Fair, Louisville, ~pt. 1916. "This colt was sired 

by Roosevelt and its d~m was by Roosevelt. The second dam 

Waw by Bourbon King; Roosevelt wa. also by Bourbon King 

(SOn of Harrison Chief). A brother was mated to his sister 

and then back to the daughter of thut sister and himself. 

The product of this last mating was good enough to win in 

a ring 0 f the best." 

IN-BR.i5EDlNG VS. CROSS-BREEDlNG IN THE FLANT KING.oo. 

Flant Experiments by Darwin. 
t,P,P· IP'. /t)~:> 

Charle s Iarwin (12)1 in 

his plant breeding experiments, found 'thbt plants Which were 

cross-pollinated produced mare seed in the parental generation, 

and the ~hybrids were more vigorous and produced more seed 

(being cross-pollinated each generation) than plants grown 

from self-fertilized seed. His experiments were with flowering 

plants that could easily be handled ~n~ pots. ~ecies belong-

ing to fifty-two genera ~ were tested and all gave the same 

reSUlts. He always placed one plant derived from self-fertilized 
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seed and one from cross-fertilized seed in the same pot so 

that each had the same chance for growth, etc. The same 

method was used for the parentul ~tock, where one plant was 

cross-fertilized and the other self-fertilized. All pre-

cautions were taken to protect plants from bees or other 

insects that would interfere with self-pollination. No 

attempt was made to ascertain the prolonged effect of a single 

cross. Plantswere selfed or crossed each generation and 

continued for a number of generations. 

Experiments with Indian Corn (Zea Mays) and Oats (Avena 

Sativa). After several years of corn breeding, Mr. Shull (21) 

Oomes to the following conclusions in regard to the self~ 

fertilized and the cross-fertilized corn plant: 

1. "The progen,y of every self-fertilized corn plant is 

of inferjor size, vigor, und productiveness. As compMred with 

the progen?y of a normally cross-bred plant derived from the 

same souroe. This holds true when the parents are above the 

average conditions as well as when they are below it. 

2. The decrease in size and vigor which aooompanies 

self-fertilization is greatest in the first generation, and 

beoomes less and less in eaoh suooeeding generation until a 

Condition is reached in which there ia, presumably, no more 

10 ss 0 f v igo r • 

3. A oross between plants belonging to two self-fertilized 
I 

families results in a progen~y of as great v'gor, size, and 

Produotiveness as are possessed by families whioh had never 
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been self-fertilized. The yield per acre of the F1 hybrid is 

greater than the F2 ." 

Hayes. H. K. and East, E. M. (22) found that five out of 

seven cros~e6 between different varieties 0 f corn gave an 

increase of from 7 to 44 bushels per acre over the parental 

stock in the Fl generation. They found that in-breeding 

decreased the Yield, but that this bad effect was not con

tinuous; that is, the evil waS greater for the first in-bred 

genertltion and gradually approached zero as the variety was 

separated into pure-lines. Carrier (23) found that when 

different strains of Boone County white corn were cros~ed 

that the increased yield in the F1 generation varied from 

13.8 to 35.3 per cent,and crosses between common varieties 

gave increased yields in the ~ genertltion varying from 12.8 

to 77 per cent over the parental varieties. 

Dr. Love (24) in his experimental work with hybrid oats 

at Cornell University found that some crosses proved bene

ficial in the Fl generation, while others were indifferent; 

but on the average (for five years) the hybrids yielded more 

grain than selections. The hybrids gave an average yield of 

&n-_14 bushels against 46.09 bushelS per acre for selections. 

Oats is a self-fertilizing plant under normal conditions. 
(P-2~') 

All Crosses Not ~ccesstu1. Maodona1d (13 t, olaims that 

all crOSses are not sucoessfUl, and he cites the cross of the 

!tloe cattle ;n the Hebrides Islands as an example of an 

unsuccessful cross. He states that when these cattle were 

crosse. with other breeds, they became more delicate, lost 
th eir symmetry, and were not suited to the c1~te and pasture. 
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(fJ.4 I j) 
Macdonald~quotes Mr. ~ooner's opinion on cross-breeding 

as follows:--"There is a direct pecuniary advantage in ju

dicious cross-breeding; it increases size, brings about a 

disposition to fatten and early maturity. Although the 

benefits are more evident in the first cross, after which, 

~n pairing the cross-bred animals, the defeot~ of one breed 

or the other, or the incongruities of both, are perpetually 

breaking out. 

In following the pure or in-and-in breeding, the danger 

to be apprehended is not so much from any defeots arising 

from the principle. of consanguinity, but from the breeding 
.... 

from stook having bad quali ties." 

Guyer (25) takes up Inter-racial Marriages and concludes 

that they are detrimental; quotes Agasaiz on this point as 

follows:--"Let anyone who doubts the evil of the mixture of 

races and who is inclined from mistaken Philan~ophy to break 

down all barriers between ·them come to BraZil. Be cannot 

deny the deterioration consequent upon the amalgamation of 

races, more widespread here than in any other country in 

the world, and which is rapidly effacing the best qualities 

of the white man, the Indian, and the negro, leaving a mongrel, 

nondescript type, deficient in physical and mental energy." 

Of the American mulatto, one not infrequently meets With 

the assertion that he is on the average inferior mentally, 

mOrally, and physioally to either the white or the negro raoe. 
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Doctor J. B. Taylor (26) states th~t, "It is demonstr~ted 

by well-atte~ted f~cts t~~t these hybrids of black and white 

are va citly more susceptible to certain infections: their 

moral as well as physical stamina is lower than that of either 

race." 

According to the report of John W. Titcomb (27), chair-

man of committee on preeding fish, the experiments on oros

Sing of allied species at several stations of the United 

states Bureau of Fisheries ha.;3 been very disappointing. The 

FI hybrids are low in vitality, death rate exoeedinglyhigh, 

and many are deformed. 

Darwin (28) found in his experiment with the oommon 

mOrning glory (Ipomoea purpurea), whioh was bred both orossed 

and self-fertilized for ten generations, that there appeared 

a plant in the sixth in-bred generation which was more vigorous 

than the orossed plants, although the morning glory waa very 

senSitive to olose breeding throughout the experiment. He 

self-fertilized this plant whioh he oalled "Hero" and found 

that its desoendants proved just as vigorous, strong, and 

prolifio. Desoendants of "Hero" were orossed With a distinot 

stook, but the plants from this oross did not prove equal to 

the desoendants 0 f Hero. I&rwin remarked, "Hero transmitted 

to ita offspring a peouliar oonstitution adapted to self

fertilization." It appears,therefore, that Here and its 

descendants have varied from the oommon type not only in 

aOquiring great power of growth and inoreased fertility when 

SUbjeoted to self-fertilization, but in not profiting from a 
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cross with a distinct stock." 

DI~UdSIO~ OF SQ]ENTIFI~ ~ITERATURE 

We have abundant evidence in the literature cited, 

that in-breeding per se does not affect the ~ize, variability 

of parts, productiveness, sterility, vigor and sex-ratio 

of the emaIl fruit fly Drosophila. The experiments car-

ried on by Castle and Moenkhaus with this small creature 

are the most thorough tests of long continued in-breeding 

we have on record. 

The experiments conducted by Castle might be criti-

cised because there were too many changes made in the 

men actually conducting the work, and in some instances 

the data is not as complete as it should be. Changing of 
~ 

men conducting an experiment of this nature is more than 

likely to bring about Variations in the results, but at 

the aame time if these men were perfectly reliable, I dare 

Bay that the changes were rather beneficial. When one man 

rUns a long continued, tedious experiment, he is very liable 

to form an opinion (after carrying on the work for two or 

three years) of just what the final results are going to 

be, and overlook glight variations which would be readily 

noticed by a man who had not spent so long a period on 

the same experiment. The experiments of Moenkhaus Beem 

to have been carefully planned ~nd well oarried out. 

Regardless of criticism against either the experiments of 

Castle or Moenkhaus, their results are almost identical. 
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The only noticeable differences in their results were the 

periodical variations of the size of broods in Castle's 

experiments,which failed to occur in the experiments of 

Moenkhaus; and Castle found both sexes to be sterile, 

while l10enkhaLls found only males to be sterile. 

l'roductiveness was found to be ~menable to selection 

by both of these investigators, and that the percentage 

of sterility followed very closely the size of broods,-

the smaller the brood, the greater the per cent of 

ster1li ty. Sex-ratio was also found to be an inherent 

character and strongly amenable to selection by Moenkhaus. 

Do these exper1ments with the Drosophila apply to 

Our domestic animals? Th1s is a lj,uestion the writer 

cannot tinswer. Although the results jn reg~rd to pro

ductiveness and sex-ratio a.re Similar to tho se found 

by Dr. King in her experiment with rats. Jhe found 

that in-breeding did not decrease Size, vigor or fertility 

during twenty-two generations of brother by sister matings, 

and that the sex-ratio was amenable to seleotion. ~ze, 

Vigor, and fertility seemed to be increased rather than 

decreased, and in no instance has she observed a Single 

sterile individual. Here again the s~me old question 

1s asked: Can experiments with rats be applied to our 

domestio animals? Sinoe rats are warm blooded animals 

and inher1t various characters in the same manner as 

our domestio an1mals, I see no objeot1on to the 
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application of such experiments to our domestic animal~. 

Gentry's experiment with ~wine also leads one to believe 

that good as well as bad qualities can be stimulated by 

in-breeding. 

On the other hand, Bos, Weisman, and Von Guaita 

found that long continued in-breeding of a family of 

rats produced an increase in the rate of mortality, 

decrease of fertility and size. King used strict selec

tion for the most vigorous individuals, but it is not 

stated whether these inve6tigators practiced selection 

or not. If they bred from inferior individuals, we are 

aware of the results, regardless of whether they in-bred 

or cross-bred. I merely mention this fact here, because 

we cannot attach a vast array of evil results to in

breeding when the animals so bred are themselves inferior. 

Every practical breeder recognizes the value of selecting 

the bery best animals for breeding stock, if he is to 

achieve success. Jb it is with in-breeding; judicious 

selection must be practiced in order to determine whether 

or not in-breeding per se produces evil results. 

Cornevin had good success in in-breeding cattle, 

sheep, and fowls, but his experiments with swine and 

rabbits led him to believe that in-breeding did not 

act on all ani~als alike. His swine became too fat, and 

sterility was common. His rabbits developed a tendency 

to alb1n~iam. To attribute !!l to in-breeding is 
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ridiculous. If a breeder can make an animal become fat 

by in-breeding, ~e should reduce the amount of high priced 

feeds fed these days, and do more in-breeding. We are 

aware of the inheritance of the coat co1:or or the pig

mentation of animals, and to assume that in-breeding ~ 

!! produces albin~ism, etc. is just as erroneous as to 

assume that this method of breeding makes an aniwal fat. 

All b1ologists agree that breeders cannot create new 

hereditary material (germ plasm--chromosomes), but they 

can cause recombinat1ons of the material at hand, and 

in-breeding is the ~uickest method which will bring 

about these recombinations and allow segregation to take 

place. 

John Wright believed in-breeding the cause of 

sterility, weakened constitution, and idiocy in his ex

periment with swine, although he acknowledged that after 

breed1ng sire to daughter, granddaughter, great-grand

daughter, and so on for seven generations that the best 

individuai was produced in the last litter. This litter 

conSisted of only one pig, and she failed to breed when 

mated to her sire, but produced a litter to the first 

mating to a stranger in blood. Was this last sow not 

Subjected to in-breeding even a longer' period than 

other indivdduals in his experiment, and yet she was the 

best individual of the whole family and was not sterile. 

If in-breeding per se is injur10us to swine, can we see 
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why it does not act on all individuals 

sow produced by Wright is merely proof 

~~o.. ... 

alike? . This~ast:;. 
~ .. 

that in-breedi~ 

was not the cause of the former cases of sterility, 

weakened constitution, and idiocy. Had he tewted this 

sire on sows known to be fertile and found him fertile, 

he would have had better ground for his argument ajainst 

in-breeding. The fact that this boar sired only one 

pig in the last litter, mentioned as sired by him, leads 

one to doubt the fertility of this animal rather than the 

sow, because she later proved fertile. 

Nathusius found that in-breeding was injurious 

to hogs, although his experiment covered only three 

generations, and his conclusions cannot be strongly relied 

upon. One podnt of interest is again brought out in his 

experiment; that is, there seems to be a tendency toward 

low productiveness and sterility between in-bred animals, 

and yet they may both prove rather pro1ifio when mated to 

unrelated individuals. It is hard to realize that germ 

cells could become so closely related that they would fail 

to unite. If such a condition does exist, the whole 

problem of in-breeding must be worked out by biologists. 

I have been unable to find a single pieoe of work along 

this line, and besides it would be a very difficult 

undertaking to ~ry to establish why fertilization does - ------
Dot take place. From the abundant literature on the 

development of our present day breeds of domestio animals, 

We come to the conclusion that many, if not all, were 
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in-bred to a cert~in extent in their early development. 

Long continued in-breeding, covering many gener~tions, 

was practiced by the early Jhorthorn breeders. (Discussed 

later under another head) 

Charles DarWin, who has contributed more literature 

on this subject than any other one person, was a strong 

believer in wide spreading pedigrees, but he did not 

fail to recognize the good of in-breeding. He acknowled

ged that this practice could be followed for many gener

ations with cattle without showing ill effects, although 

he was positive of the good effects of an oocasional 

cross. His plant experiments led him to believe that 

crosses were always beneficial. However, his in-bred plant 

"Hero r' failed to be improved by crossing. The offspring 

W~a inferior to the self-fertilized descendants of Hero. 

This is one of the few instances where in-bred plants 
,P."~~U'&~ 

failed to~superjor offspring when crossed with unrelated 

plants of the same speoies. 

East, Hayes. and Carrier found that orossing pro

duced more grain and vigor in the Fl corn plant. while 

Love found that oats (normally self-fertilized) was both 

favorable and unfavorable to orossing. Whether these 

experiments in the plant kingdom have any significance in 

this paper, I am unable to say, although I am of the 

Opinion that they are of little or no value to the animal 

breeder. Every breeder 0 f live stook is aware 6f the faot 
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that all crosses between unrelated animals are not 

successful. Examples of this nature come before our 

eyes every year when the new crops of calves, lambs, and 

colts are dropped. The case of the mUlatto as mentioned 

by Guyer and Taylor is certainly a case of an undesirable 

cro ss. Thi s cro ss Us rather numerous in some sections 

of the South, and beyond a doubt they are the most un

desirable citizens in that section today. They are 

cla~sed as negroes, and .considered the most treacherous 

and the least dependable of our negro race. A just 

criticism can be brought against the above as being 

an unsuccessful cross, because the whites that inter-

cross with th~ negroes are no better, and in some cases 

no t as goo d c i tiz·ens as the negro; therefore, we should. 

expect no improvement. We should. expect them to be equal 

to the negro, on the average, but are they? . From what I 

have seen of this class of people in the ~utheaatern 

states, I am inclined to look upon them as inferior to 

' the pure negro. 

Taking this class of literatUre as a whole, there ia 

little eVidence to smw that in-breedi ng per se is the 

cauae of the many evila charged against this method of 

breeding. The strengeat point brought out against this 
,r 

method of breeding is the apparent failure, in BOrne casea, 

of closely related individuals producing offspr1ng when ., 

mated together; yet, when mated to unrelated animals they 

prove fertile. This seems to be especially true in BOme 
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ctf theexperimants with swine. 

(b) POPULAR LITERATURE 

In-Breeding Dogs. (Ruth, 18. p27l) "Dr. Child instances 

a case in which a dog was put to his daughter, and insucoession 

to her puppies, and also to one of the puppies of the latter; 

yet, they were all good doge. Turnspits and pugs were probably 

derived from 'sports', and must neoessari1y have been muoh bred 

in-and-in." (Burges, 31) "Mr. Laveraok, a most successful 

breeder, and the creator of the 'Blue Belton' race of setters 

is a most determined advocate of in-and-in breeding." Ris 

system is to seleot strong parents of the ~ua1ity he wants, 

and then to stiok to his own strain. He (Laverack) states that 

he tried crossing more than a dozen times, but the results 

were always unsatisfaotory. He also states th6t the most valu

able dog he ever possessed was the produot of full-brother by 

full-sister mating. Burges says that until reoent years all 

in-bred animals were looked upon with disfavor in Amerioa; but 

eXPerience has modified these views, and many of our best ,horses, 

oattle, and dogs are inter-bred. Mr. Burges also states that 

he had owned and seen many dogs from brother by sister matings, 

and, With the exoeption of one an1mal, they were fully up to 

the standard of their parents. 

Ruth (18) (p271) quotes M. Anbe a~ giving an instance of ' 

a farmer in-bree ding a pair of dogs (brother by sister) and the 

OffSpring proved very inferior; their bodies were smaller in 
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proportion to those of their parents, with their heads and tails 

relatively large, and their backs weak and bowed. Though they 

retained the hunting instincts of their parents, they had none 

of their endurance, and the whole family died out at the third 

generation. 

(Darwin, 12,--pp 99 & 100) "Mr. Meynell's famous fox hounds 

were closely in-bred for several generations and no ill effects 

followed. He frequently bred from father and daughter, mother 

and son, and sometimes even from brothers and sisters. On the 

other hand, Sir John Sabright declares that by breeding in-and-in, 

he has actually seen the offspring of strong spaniels degenerate 

into weak and diminutive lap dogs; and the Rev. W. D. Fbx reports 

a case in which some blood hounds on being bred in-and-in were 

affected with a bony enlargement of the tail; a malformation 

Which was removed by a single cross." 

Hayes (10) made a study of the champion dogs of the Scotch 

~errier and Airdale Terrier breeds. In this study, he made a 

comparison between in-bred, line-bred, and out-bred dogs, and 

found the larser peroentage {considering the number so bred) of 

champions came from those line-bred. 

Walsh's (32) statement of In-Breeding Dogs. "Like many other 

practices essentially good, in-breeding has been grossly abused. 

Owners of a good kennel have beoome bigoted to their own strain, 

and, from keeping to it exolusively, have at length reduoed their 

dogs to a state of idiooy and delicacy of constitution which has 

rendered them quite useless. I have seen in the course of twenty 

~ears a most valuable breed of pOinters, by a persistenoe in 
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av01ding .any cross, become so full of excitability that they 

Were perpetually at "a false point," and backing one another 

at the same time without game near them; and, what is worse, 

they could not be stirred from their position. This last was 

from a want of mental capacity, for it is by their reasoning 

powers that these dogs find out when they have made, a mistake, 
r t and without a good knowledge bo~ the pOinters or setters are 

useless." Walsh says that Mr. A. Graham who has been a breeder 

of dogs for years, believes that "once in and onoe out" is the 

extent to which in-breeding can be carried in the greyhoGnd, 

and probably the same will apply to other breeds. 

In regard to the degree of relationship between individuals, 

Walsh has the follow.ing to say:--"Somet1mes a sister may be 

put to a brother when there has been no previ4us relationship 

1n their sire and dam; but though this has answered well two or 

three times, it is not to be generally reoommended. A ~ather 

may in pre~erenoe be put to a daughter, because there is only 

half the same blood in them; but a better plan is to breed an 

unCle to a nieoe; a still better plan is to obtain a dog that 

has a considerable portion of the same blood as the bitch, 

but separated by one or two crosses; that is to say, to put two 

animals together whose granfathers or great-grandfathers were 

brothers, but whose mothers and grandmothers were not related 

to each other. This relationship applies equally as well for 

the dam1s side when the Sires are unrelated. This method o~ 

breeding has given good results with the greyhound, and the 

~8t noted dogs of the breed thus produced. ~me in-bred 
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in-breeding, because it is not limited to in-bred animals. 

Thus, I have shown that in practice, within certain bounds, 

in-and-in breeding is not only not prejudicial, but absolutely 

advantageous, in as much as it does not injure the nervous 

temperament and mental qualities of the produce; and the body 

does not suffer is a well known fact, easily capable of proof 

by examining the external forms of dogs so bred. Theoretically, 

also, it should answer, because we find in nature gregarious 

wild animals resorting to in-breeding in all cases. The stag 

adds his daughters to his harem as long as he has strength 

enough to beat off his younger rivals. In the same way, the 

bUll and the stallion fight for supremacy, until at length they 

are beaten off, and a younger and more vigorous animal masters 

them and their female attendants. Yet, this appears to be 

nature's mode of insur1ng a superior stock, and preventing the 

degeneration which occurs among human beings, when a feeble 

pair take upon themselves the task of producing a family." 

DarWin's Conclusions on In-Breeding Cattle. Sheep. Pigs, 

~d FOWls. Darwin (12) (p97), after a careful study of Bake

Well's in-breeding with Longhorns and Ba~e's in-breeding with 

~orthorn cattle, comes to the following conclusions in regard 

to in-breeding cattle:--"By carefully selecting the best animals 

(as nature effectually does by the law of battle) close inter

breeding may be long carried on with cattle; yet, the good effects 

of a cross between almost any two breeds is at once shown by 

the greater size and vigor of the offspring; as Mr. ~~ooner writes 
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to me:--'Crossing distinct breeds certaiilly improves cattle for 

the butcher.' Juoh cros~ed animals are of course of no value 

to the breeder; but, they have. been raised during many years 

in several parts of England to be slaughtered; and their merit 

is now BO fully recognized, that at fat-cattle shows a separate 

class has been formed for their reception. 11 

(p99) "By the aid of careful selection, the near inter

breeding 9·f s~eep may be long continued without any manifest 

eVil; yet it has often been the practice with farmers to cross 

distinct breeds to obtain animals for the butcher, which plainly 

Shows that good of some kind is derived from this practice." 

(12--plOO) "With respect to pigs, there is more Unani

mity amongst : breeders on the evil effects of close inter

breeding than, perhaps, with any other large animal." He quotes 

the belief of Druce, Hobbs, SidneY,and cites the experiments 

of John Wright and Nathusius in conneotion with the above 

st&tement. Druce, Hobbs, and Sidney are all strongly against 

in-breeding. The results of John Wright's experiment and the 

eXperiment of liathusius are mentioned in literature under the 

head Scientific. 

(12--p95) "The evil effects of in-breeding can most readily 

be ac~uired in the case of animals, such as fowls, pigeons, etc., 

?vhich propagate quickly. He also bel.ieved in-breeding to be 

more harmful when animals are kept in the same place and exposed 

to the same conditions. In other word~, he thought a change 

Of environment would ward off, to a certain extent, the bad 
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effects of in-breeding. "I have inquired of very many breeders 

of these birds, and I have hitherto not met with a siJgle man 

who was not thoroughly convinced that an occasional cross with 

aDOther strain of the same sub-variety was absolutely necessary." 

statements of Other Men in Regard to In-Breeding ~eep. 

(Ruth, 1 p25Z) "114 .. Boudin cites a flock at Fetit-Bourg, France, 

Which has diminished greatly, 'since it passed into other hands 

and in-breeding has been practiced.' stephens' observations 

led him to the same conclusions; the progency, he says, though 

improved in form, firmness of bone, etc., are nevertheless 

delicate of skin, and, therefore, liable to the attacks of 

insects, and to inflamation; but this evil is only the result 

of long continued in-breeding, und by no mean~,the immediate 

results. M. ~be declares that in-breeding of sheep Will produce 

a dark kind." 

The above statements of these men are of little value, 

but they are interesting for discussion. stephens acknowledges 

the superior form and firmness of bone of in-bred sheep. This 

part of his statement surely conflicts with many men who are 

Opposed to in-breeding" Many claim that in-breeding is a cause 

of rickets,--this surely is the oppOSite of firm bones, and 

should ~e expect in-breeding per se to produoe such opposite 

results unless the determiners for said charaoters are present. 

M. AUb~&'s black color is just as amusing. Who oan imagine 

in-breeding producing a black coat for a sheep? It is true 

that this black color must have been brought to the surfaoe in 
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a larger percentage of cases by in-breeding, but on the other 

hand it would have just as readily been brought to the surfaoe 

by unrelated matings, had the heterozygous condition for oolor 

been present in both individuals. 

(33) The Messrs. Brown believed jn close breeding, because 

they infused no fresh blood into their exoellent flock of Leicester 

sheep for a period of fifty years. (34) Mr. Barford acted 

upon the same principle in regard to the Festac Flock. He asserts 

that half a century of experience has taught him that when two 

nearly related animals are quite sound in constitution, in-and-in 

breeding does not induce degeneracy; but he does not believe 

. in continued mating of nearest affinities. 

Ruth (18--p252) gives M. Beaudouin's acoount of a flook of 

three hundred Merinos bred in-and-in for a period of twenty-two 

years. The original stook was selected from a flock noted for 

their purity of blood, but were not robust, although they were 

not suffering from any particular disease. This ~stem of 

breeding began in 1840, and by judicious selection eliminating 

about 15% yearly, the flock soon became remarkably strong and 

healthy. These sheep bred in-and-in for 22 years, far from 

degenerating, became finer and far more to be depended upon to 

reproduce their, proper types than is ordinary in flooks which 

are crossed. Acoording to Huth, "M. Beaudouin concluded that 

in-and-in breeding, combined with proper seleotion, has no evil 

effects on sheep." 

Huth's statement in Regard to !beep (18--p257). "We must 

r~ember that ill directed breeding is as bad when there are 
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frequent crosses as when there are none; that it is selection 

which is the great improver, when properly directed, and that 

in-breeding is only advantageous because it fixes the characters 

We select. Indeed a cross may decrease size, a charge against 

in-breeding, just as in-breeding may do so under the same 

circumstances. The Romney Marsh, Areeswater, the sheep of 

Shetland, and the mongrels of the Merino and ~otcht or the 

Southdown and ,Scotch breeds are examples of crosses which were 

deleterious to the breeds. On the other hand, we know that all 

Our improved breeds have been established by close breeding, 

and had it not been for this method of establishing a type, 

many of our breeds would have been lost." 

Lehndorff's and Dimon's 3tatements in Resard to In-Breeding 

[orses~~" 634. Count Lehndorff (35) made a study of all noted 

thoroughbred stallions and mares of England, and found that the 

larger number of noted horses on the turf and those that had 

Shown their ability to produce noted animals were offspring of 

moderately related parents. The offspring of such parents 

were more numerous among noted horses than those descended from 

ClOsely in-bred parents or from parents totally unrelated. 

He considered moderate relationship as the mating of stallions 

and mares that are removed from their common ancestors at least 

foUr generations. He admjts that breeders are prejudiced 

against in-bred stallions, and that his study probably did not 

giVe in-bred animals a proper rating. 

Mr. Dimon (36) believes that nature's great law is to 
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transmit the general character of the parent to the off

spring, and in proportion as the breed is firmly estab

lished and uniform in its characters; so will the produce 

be uniform in its characters. "This great rule of nature 

is applicable not only to horses,but it is universally 

true for all animals." 

In regard to horse breeding, Mr. Dimon,-has the fol

lowing to aay:--"Avoid breeding to any hereditary unsound

ness liable to be transmitted. An unsound horse is a 

perpetual source of annoyance to any owner and never a 

source of prcfit tc the breeder. There is no greater 

trouble in breeding what you want in horses than in any 

other stock, providing you get the type established, 

and then, by judicioue in-breeding, retain it. 

And right here, I wish to remark that there is no 

part of the business that requires more careful study 

than this in-breeding. Ignorantly or carelessly conduc

ted, it is the cause of sure failure; on the other hand, 

when judic-iously practiced, the results will usually be 

sat i sfacto ry. 

When a blood is kept pure to its own type, in ita 

OWn family, possessed of the same blood instinct in both 

male and female, then like begets like, and not until 

then. As an illustration of this great truth, 1 refer my 

readers to the buffalo, the elk, and the deer of our 

country in their primitive states. I might also mention 
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the wild turkey, the .wild goose, and birds and wild fowls 

of different classes, which have undoubtedly bred in-and-in 

from time immemorial, and whose offspring possess a. uni

form type and a degree of hardiness rarely attainable 

by any of our domestic animals or birds." 

It should be noted here that Mr. Dimon does not 

define "judicious in-breeding", but at the same time, he 

makes himself very clear. He believes in in-breeding 

when the individuals mated are fairly well fixed in 

type, and are free from hereditary blemishes or unsound-

ness. 

Other Opinions on In-Breeding Horses. Ruth (18-

p268) gives many instanoes of close breeding among our 

famous raoe horses. Yonatt (37--p~2l) also states that 

m~ny of our best hor ses are closely bred, but that the 

most talented breeders have avoided in-breeding, because 

they are convinced that it does harm. Walsh (atonehenge . 
38--pp139, 141, 142) says:--"Breeding 'in-arid-in' 

is injuriou8 to mankind, and has always been forbidden 

by the Divine law, as well as by most human law givers. 

On the other hand, it prevails in a state of nature with 

all gregarious animals, such as the horse, among whom the 

strongest male retains his daughters and granddaughters 

until deprived of his harem by younger and stronger males. 

Hence, in tho se 0 f our domestic anirnala which are natur

ally gregarious, it is reasonable to oonclude that 

breeding 'in-and-in' is not prejudiCial, beoause it is 
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in conformity of their natural instincts, if not carried 

farther by art than nature teaches by her example'! . He 
• 

states that "twice in and once out" is more nearly the 

practice of nature in the case of horses and this con

forms closely to the practice of our most successful 

early breeders, and it ia unwise for the breeder to 

sacrifice good points, with the view that in-breeding 

is not to be indulged in. "There are scarcely two thoro

bred horses in the atud-bood," says Mr. Walsh,"that can 

not be traced back to the same stock in one or more 

lines. 

Darwin (39) states that statistics show nearly 

one-third of our race horses have proven barren, or have 

slipped their foals; a fact which he ascribes to their 

high nurture and close inter-breeding. Can we attribute 

the above to in-breedjng? Is it not a fact that the 

present day horae breeders are well satisfied if two

thirds of mares bred produce colts? We have no ·grounds 

to attribute this condition to in-breeding and therefore 

it is logical to conclude that it is due to various 

envircnmental conditions. Mares are subjected to 

strenuou8 labor, hurried off to a stallion, and probably 

not returned at the proper time the next heat; all such 

conditions are not favorable for maximum fertility. and 

. 'tVe do not expect the same percentage of offspring from 

mares as we do from cows. On the male side, we find 

many stallions subjected to close confinement and lack 
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of exercise which ia far from natural conditions, and 

only tends to lower the productiveness of animals so 

handled. 

(Huth 18--p268) "Mr. N. H. ~ith, long a resident 

among the Arabs, quotes with approval the opinion of an 

experienced friend that colts bred in-and-in 'show more 

blood in their heads, are of better form, and are fit to 

start with fewer sweats than are others; but, when in

cestuous matings are continued for three or four crosses, 

then he apprehends (merely an opinion) that the animal 

degenerates.' 'I cannot take upon myself,' he adds, 'to 

say how often incestuous mat1ngs may be carried on before 

degeneracy takes place, as I am not aware of that being 

the case in any instance. Experiments are in favor of 

breeding son to daughter, and daughter to father.' He 

describes his favorite method of breeding as 'once in and 

once out'; but then he considers that putting a mare to 

the same stallion that Sired her dwn is out-breeding." 

Other Statemente about In-Breeding. Macdonald (13) 

(p413) gives Mr. Bowly'a idea of in-breeding as follows: 

"In-and-in breeding will undoubtedly insure greater 

certainty as to the produoe; still, when oarried beyond 

one or two generations, it is objectionable. Thus, while 

With in-and-in breeding, you secure perfect form, you 

run the ri sk 0 f weakening the oonsti tution 0 f the off

Spring. The term in-and-in breeding should only apply 

to brother and siater matings. When animals carr.ying 
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one-half the blood of the other are mated, we oan expeot 

good results, provided you have been cautious in your 

seleotions." Maodonald stated that Mr. Bowly Was a strong 

a'vooate of oro as-breeding; yet, he made the above state

ment in regard to in-breeding. Mr. Hale, who is a good 

authority, according to Macdonald (p4171, states that if 

you select a good stock, you may breed in-and-in as much 

as you please. 

In regard to in-breeding or croSSing of deer, Mac

donald (p595) has the following to say:--IfThere is a great 

difference of opinion among owners of parka; some have 

not used an outcross for a time beyond the memory of man; 

While others consider that unless fresh blood is occasion

ally introduoed, the deer deteriorate both in size and 

health. 

(lZ--p642) I'The ro. deer differs in many respeots from 

red and fallow deer. They live in separate families, and 

do not form into herds; so the praotioe of natural sal eotion 

is eliminated. The female usually brings forth two young 

(male and "female), and these young never 'iui t each other 

unless killed. Here the olosest possible in-breeding is 

carried on for generations without any apparent bad results." 

After a study of the subjeot of in-breeding, Kraemer 

(40) came to the conclusion that it was a valuable in

Btrument, but fraught with danger. He believes its effeots 

are of themselves evil, regardless of the constitution of 
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the animals involved. when long continued. Kraemer's 

~e11ef belief seems to have been drawn ohiefly from the 

works of Nathusius. Darwin, Von Oettingen, De Chapeau

range, and Rau. Kraemer states that all of these men 

who were familiar with this method of breeding have 

expressed themselves in favor of wide spreading pedigrees. 

Youatt (15--p188) makes the following statement: 

"In-breeding may be pursued uatil the exoellent form and 

quality of a breed is established. It was thda souroe 

which sprung the oattle and sheep of Bakewell, and the 

superior Shorthorns of Colling; and to it must be traced 

the speedy degeneracy, the absolute disappearance of the 

new Leicester cattle, and, in the hands of many an agri

culturist, the impairment of constitution and decreased 

value of the Leioester sheep and Shorthorn beasts." 

C. L. Redfield (41) states that the evil effeots of 

in-and-in breeding arise from the ~aot that in many ani

mals there are certain dormant defects. When unrelated 

animals are mated there is little prObability that the 

same dormant defeots will exist in bot~, but, when both 

parents are from the same stook, the probabilities of 

the same defeot existing in both are inoreased, and the 

mating of these two m~ oause the dormant defeot to beoome 

a manifest one • . All of our fancy breeds 'of animals are the 

product of in-and-in breeding. That seleotion is a full 

OUre for any ill effeots of in-and-in breeding is abundantly 

proved by the superiority of pure breeds over mongrel 1itook." 
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Consanguineous Marriages. Huth (18) (pp140-147) 

cites many isolated EngliSh communities and island pop

ulations where continued close intermarrying has not 

deteriorated the human population. Charles Darwin (12) 

(pl04) states that his son George made a careful stu~ of 

all marriages in England, and found that four per oent 

were between first cousins; with them, he oompared the 

rates of similar marriages among the parents of lunatics 

and idiots in asylums, and found it to be between three and 

four per cent--not higher, therefore, than in the general 

population. Talbat ~~ (p41) states that the Bew York 

state Medical SOciety appointed a committee to investi

gate the influence of consanguineous marriages upon the 

offspring in 1869, and their results show that if the 

family be free from degenerate taint, marriage among its 

members in no way diminishes the chances of healthy 

offspring. On the,other hand, Talbot ~tates that S. M. 

Bemiss of New Orleans, Louisiana, made a ~tudy of the 

condition of the offspring of 580 intermarriages of first 

COUsins, gathered mostly by medical men from most every 

state in the union, and found their condition as follows: 

"2,778 children were born of the~e cousins, o. whom 793 

were defectives, 117 deaf and dum~63 blind, 231 idiotio, 

44 epileptic, 24 inoane, 53 deformed, 189 scrofulous, and 

673 died early. 

What Mr. Wreidt says about in-breeding in Europe(43). 
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Abstracts from lectures given by Mr. Wreidt while touring 

the United states during the winter of 1915-16. Mr. Wreidt 

was sent to the United ~~ates by the Norwegian ~partment 

~f Agriculture to make a study 'of the position of breeding 

and genetics here. 

Mr. Wreidt emphasized the fuct that practically all 

famous strains of every breed ,has only a few foundation 

animals, and it has been through the selection (If these 

animals and the concentration of their blood by in-breeding 

that has brought fame to these &nimals. He states that 

in-breeding is now acknowledged by ~uropean breeders to be 

the moat efficient means of improvement at their disposal. 

European breeders are better ac~uainted with the 'blood 

lines' of their breeds than are the breeders of Amerioa, 

according to Wreidt, and he mukes the following suggestion: 

"Make more tharough studies of the 'blood lines' that are 

producing the greatest number of good performers, and 

perpetuate, multiply, intenSify the&:Je blood lines by . 

moderate line breeding, or if neoe~sary by the strongeot 

forms of in-breeding. If this is combined with stringent 
. 

seleotion of the best animals, the bre'eder C&nIlot fail." 

DI3CUSSION OF POPULAR LITERATURE 

Much of the literature under this head is merely 

the statement of various men and re~uires no discussion. 
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There seems to be a divided opinion in reg~rd to in

breeding dogs. Child. Laverick, Meynell. Hays. and 

'Walsh are inclined to advocate in-breeding within certain 
, 

limits, while Aube. S.bright. and Fox cite instances in 

which this practice ~sproven deleterious to various 

breeds of dogs. ~rwin believes trwt cattle ~nd sheep 

could be inbred for many generations when strict selec

tion was followed, but that this practioe proved evil 

in the cabe of hogs and fowls. 

Brown ~nd Barford pr~ctioed in-breeding successfully 

With sheep. and M. Beoudouin concluded that in-and-in 

breeding. combined with proper selection. ~8 no evil 

effects on sheep. while Boudin and Aube deo1are that bad 

results are almost sure to follDW this pr~ctioe. Huth 

ci tes instances 0 f unsucoessful cro sses. and mentions the 

fact that nearly all our improved breeds of sheep were 

established by close breeding. ~?d would ha~e probably 

been lost had it not been for this method of breeding. 

Lehridorff. Dimon. Hu~h. Youatt. Jmith, and Walsh 

all recolZlize th~t a 1im1tedamount of in-breeding haa 

proven beneficial to horses. while Durwin believed the 

barrenness of race horses could be attributed to olose 

~reeding. This conclusion is not justifiable because 

the percentage (33;) of barren mare,s found by Itirwin in 

his investigations was not larger t~n we see in all 

breeds of horses today. 

The case of the roe deer as cited by Macdonald 
is a good example of the closest in-breeding for 
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generations without evil re~ults. I oannot agree with 

Kraemer's statement that in-breeding per se is injurious, 

regardless of the oonst1tution of animals seleoted when 

long continued. He furnishes no proof of this statement, 

and besides the most thorough, long continued exper1-

menta, where judicioua belection has been followed, do 

not bear out this statement. 

The ca~es cited of the bad effects of consanguineous 

marriages on the offspring are intere~ting, although I do 

not attach so very much vti.lue to these inve~tigations. 

Of all the animals in existence, I would choose man as the 

last resort 
A' , 

to determine whether in-breeding per se is 

injurious. We have no class of domestio animals as 

immoral and defective as the human rtloce, and it is per-

feotly naturtlol that incestuous matings do bring to the 

surface a preponderous number of defeats. Biologists 

agree that inborn disea~es, or those which are the results 

of a definite vtIoriation in the germ plasm, are inherited. 

Idiocy, insanity, and deafnecs are classed as germinal 

diseases, and naturally they must come to the sutface if 

present in the parents, whether it is a mating between 

related or non-related persons. Mr. Redfield makes a 

clear statement in regard to in-breeding and it is the 

one generally accepted by authorities ~odtloy. Mr. Wreidt's 

Suggestion in regard to in-breeding domestio animals i8 

a good one, and if we ~re to make any appreciabl_ progress 
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in the improvement of our breeda, his to"Uggestion must 

be oarefully studied and put into praotice. 

Ill. STUDY OF OTHER CASES OF IN-BREEDING. 

(CI) SHORTHORN CA1'TLE INBR&D 

The Early Development of Shorthorn Cattle and the 

Methods of Breeding Adopted by the more Distinguished 

Improvers of the Breed. It is not my purpose to give a 

complete history of the early development 0 f ~orthorn 

cattle, but it seems absolutely necessary to give a brief 

of the foundation animals used by auch distinguished im

provers as Churles and Robert Colling, Thomas Bates, Thomas 

Booth, and his Bons, John and Richard, and Amos and Anthony 

Cruiokshank. We hav~ just reviewed the method of breeding 

employed by Robert Bakewell, the father of improved domestio 

animals, in the improvement of the Longhorn breed of oattle, 

and by glancing through the first few volumes of Coates' Herd 

BoOk, we are convinced that the most noted improver~ of the 

Shorthorn breed adapted his (Bakewell) method of in-~d-in 

breeding before they attained the uniformit) of the most 

deSirable charaoteristios they so earnestly sought. Then it 

is more the methods of breeding, rather than the foundation 

stock, that We are interested in at the present time. 

Early Foundation stock. The earliest foundation 

Sires of importance (Coates' Herd Book) were William 
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Barker's Bull (51), James Brown's Red Bull (97), the 

studley Bull (626), and Hubback (3l9)~ By 'a study of 

these animals through the early volumes of Coates' 

Herd Book. we find that there is little known about their 

ancestors. James Brown's Red Bull (97) was sired by 

Barker's Bull (51) and beyond this, their anoestors 

are not known. At this time, the dams were seldom 

mentioned and only a few of the most noted bulls were 

named. Hubback (319) was b'eyond a liuestion of doubt 

the most val~ble of these foundation Sires and was 

used .in the herds of Robert and Charles Colling with 

remarkable sucoess. He was a yellow red with some white. 

oalved in 1777. He was sired by &lowdoo's Bull (612), 

he by Waistell's Bull· (558), he by Masterman's Bull (422), 

he by the studley Bull (626). His dam was out of a ooW 

bred by Mr. stephenson of Xelis..r. John Watson (44) 

states that the dam of Hubbaok became ~o fat when put on 

grass that she did not breed again, and her son had the 

same predisposition toward obeiaity, and was useful as 

a bUll only a ahort time. Regardless of the length of 

time used, we find that his desoendants are the most 

important ~nimals found in early Shorthorn history. 

In-Breeding Began by Charles Colling. , Bakewell's 

method of olose-breeding began in 1792, when o. Colling 

mated Bolingbroke (86) to Phoenix •. Both Bolingbroke and 

Phoenix were Sired by $aljambe (263), and the dam of 
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Phoenix, Lady Maynard. was also the grand-dam of Boling

broke on his dam's aide. The result of this clo~e

breeding w~s the noted bull Eli v 0 uri te (262). 

Mr. Sander~ (45) r'.ihorthorn Cattle", 1916, --p41) has 

the following to ~y about Favourite:--rtFavoilrite was a 

light roan, dropped in l79Z, and died in 1809. SO nearly 

did he meet Mr. Colling'~ ide~ of what a ~orthorn bull 

should be that he now began a most extraordinary cour~e of 

in-breeding. For year~, the bull was i1 ~ed indiScriminately 

upon his own offspring, often to the third and in one or 

two in~ance~ to the fifth and sixth generations. His get 

were not only the most celebrated Shorthorns of their day, 

but his immediate descendants constitute a large percen

tage of the entire foundation stock upon which the herd

book record standS." . A good exwnple of the extreme con

centration of Favourite's blood is seen in the pedigree 

of Comet (155). Comet was the most noted Shorthorn bull ofj,;~ 
do,! and -I-he -/ir~~ . 
~to sell for i5,000. This bull Comet was ~ired by Favourite 

and out of Young Phoenix by Favourite. Young Phoenix's 

dam, PhoeniX, wa~ also Favourite's dam. 

To illustrate that Favourite's in-breeding did not 

reduce the size of his offspring, ' I shall give the weights 
Hllllf6r 

of the famous "Durham Ox" and the "White ~hjat that 

Traveled" ,sired by Favourite. The Durham Ox at five years 

of age weighed Z.024 pounds, and was shown extensively 

throughout England. The "White Heifer that Traveled" 
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reached the weight of 2,300 pounda and was also extensively 

exhibited. 

To verify the praotice of in-breeding indulged in 

by Charles Colling, I submit the pedigrees (Coates' Hs~d 

Book) of the following animals which were recognized as 

superior individuals bred by him, and were leading animals 

in the early development of the improved Shorthorn: Favourite 

(252), Comet (155), North Star (458), and Albion (14)(used as 

foundation sire by Thomas Booth). Many others could be 

mentioned but these illustrate the method of breeding which 

proved ~o successful in Charles Colling's herd. 

Robert Colling's Herd Closely Inbred. Robert Colling's 

foundation animals were composed of the best Teeswater 
fir.sr 

cows he could obtain, and ·Hubback (319) proved hisAvaluable 

aire. Although Hubback was only used one season at Barmp

ton, we find that the first aires of importance bred by 

R. Colling were olosely bred in Hubback'a blood. The bulls 

Punch (531), Ben (70), and Twin Brother to Ben (660) are 

good examples of the earlier breeding at Barmpton. No 

doubt R. Colling had dOme good foundation animals bF this 

time, but it is evident he thought Favourite (252), owned 

by his brother Charles, was a valuable ~imal. beoause we 

find that he sent many cows to. be bred to ~vourite and 

the most no·ted bulla bred in the herd were closely bred 

in the blood of Favourite. The bulls Marale (418), 

North Star (469), Fhenomenon (491), styford (629), and 

• 
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Colling's White Bull (151) were ~ll aired by Favourite. 

Marske (418) wa~ otherwise closely bred in the blood of 

Favourite. Other famous bulls bred by R. Colling which 

were overflowing in Favourite's blood were Lancaster 

(360). Eilot (496). and ~w4rrow (636). Lancaster (360) 

5aS theh1ghest priced individual sold at the Barmpton 

~le in 1818. The price was ~.105. The bull calf 

Pilot (496). ~lf brother to Lancaster, sold for ~1,350 

to Thomas Booth of Killerby. 

The cow, Clarisse, ~nd the bull, Lanoaster (Z60) 

were extremely close bred animals in the blood of 

Favourite. as their pedigrees show; yet when muted, they 

produced the famous bull Albany (13) and the cow Restless. 

also a good individual. 

From the pedigrees of animale bred by Charles ~d 

Robert Colling, we find that they bred muoh in ooncert. 

fOllOwing the same system of blood conoentration, and 

in fact were almost identical in their praotioe. ( &1ort

horn Cattle by ~nders (45)--pp50-55) ~To sum up the 

results of their joint action, it may be said that they, 

in the midst of older and more experienoed breeders. 

combatted the rooted prejud~oes of the day. and through 

the Bakewell system established a new school of breeding. 

(p 55) Whether the Collings really earned the right 

to be called the firat great improvers of the modern 

~rthorn, or whether they gained their fame mainly by 
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reason of the novelty of their methods and their superior 

enterprise as adVertisers, the fact remo/as that more 

pedigrees in the Shorthorn Haftd-books of' England and 

America trace to the Col-ling herds :more: tlui.n to any 

other dozen herds of the same period combined. Mani

festly there was SOme good reason for the general adap

tion of Colling blood. Xhut the breeders of that day 

conceded leadership to the breeder of Falja~be, Favourite, 

and Comet is indioated by a testimonial ten4ered Charles 

Colling on his retirement from breeding in 1810. A 

valuable pieoe of plate bearing the names of more than 

fifty breeders was presented to this gen~leman as a token 

of gratitude due for the benefit they derived from his 

judgment, and also as a testimony of their esteem for 

him as a man." 

The Booths and In-Breeding. Thomas Booth, known as 

the"Elder Booth", began breeding Shorthorn oattle prior 

to 1790. His experiment was differently direoted than 

those of Thomas Bated and others of the time. He 

believed that by using strongly bred Colling bulls upon 

large-framed, roomy oows, showing great consitiution and 

aptitude to fatten, he oould improve even upon the work 

of the Collings, although he recognized that the Colling 

brothers had struok upon the long-dought line of pro

gression. 

Acoording to Sanders (45) (p 59), the first bulls 

Used at Killerby were Twin Brother to Ben (660) and one 
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of hie sons. These animals were closely bred in the 

blood of Hubback. Later we find that the bull ~uwQXrow 

(636), also of Barmpton breeding and full of the blood 

of Hubback and Favourite, was introduced. These bulls 

were crossed upon carefully selected cows for several 

years with fair success. At ChArles Colling's sale in 

1810, the bull calf Aliion (14) was purchased, and it 

is said that he effected even greater improvement in the 

herd than either of the following bulls. Albion was also 

closely bred in the blood of Favourite. The next bull 

purchased Was .Pilot (496), also bred by R. Colling, and 

intensely bred in the blood of Favourite. The last bull 

purchased of similar breeding was Marshall Beresford 

(415), by Comet (155) and out of C. COlling's Daisy. 

Up to this time (about 1815), clo se breeding hBd not 

been practiced to any extent ,in the herd at Xillerby, but 

recognizing the superiority of these Colling bred bullS 

and their offspring, the Bakewell idea of breeding from 

close affinities was successfully adopted. Sir Henry 

(597), hiS son Lame Bull (359), and Young Albion (15) 

were among the earlier sires representing the first fruits 

of Mr. Booth's in-breeding. The closest in-breeding 

indUlged in by the Booths was at Wart.by, but it does 

not compare to the in-and-in breeding practiced by Bates~ 

Thomas Booth °gave up his farm at Xi11erby in 1819 to his 

son John, and moved to War:t.by. He took a portion of .; he 
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herd to Warlaby. and left the remainder for John who 

continued breeding Shorthorn~ ~t Xillerby. Richard 

had already begun breeding Shorthorn cattle at 

Studley prior to this time (1819). but in 1835 he moved 

to Warlaby and took charge of his father's e~tate. 

Richard and John were both student~ of their ~ather's 

method and bred their herd~ in the same manner; in 

fact. they had practically the same blood in each herd. 

Cattle ~hows became prominent in ~gland about 1840. 

and for years Booth bred cattle were famous in the showing. 

The Booth cattle were not as prolifio as they should have 

been. and Mr. SBnders (45--p 136) states that fitting for 

show, " or over-feeding was no doubt the cause of their low 

pro duotiveness. 

The following animals bred by the Booths were noted 

for either show or breeding purposes, the majority being 

noted for both; yet they were olo~e-bred animals: 

Braoelet, Necklace, JuliuB Caesar (1143), Windsor 

(1403), Priam (2452), Isabella, Birthday, Buokingham " 

(3239), Crown Prinoe (10087), Red Rose and her "~ueenly" 

quartet of daughters; ~ueen of the May; ~een l4ab •• ueen 

of the Vale, and ~ueen of the Ooean; Campflower, and 

Commander in Chief (21451). 

The winnings of Booth Cattle in the leading shows 

was a great advertisement for the Killerby and Warlaby 

herds, and for many years the de~nd for Booth bred 
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bulls was so great that it was difficult to supply the 

customers. 

Thomas Bates and the Duchesses. To illustrate 

Bates' method of breeding, I shall mention only the once 

f~mous Duchess family ~nd the bulls used in thiS experi

ment of close breeding. According to Mr. ~nders (45--p730, 

Bates began breeding Shorthorn cattle about 1800, and COn-

tinued until his de~th in 1849. From this time of his 

death, for a period of about a ~uarter of a century, 

cattle bearing the Bates blood were one of the great 

factors in the .'ihorthorn trade, not only of &lgland but 

of the Jni ted states as well. During that period, so 

great was the demand for uni~ls descended from his 

favorite Duchess family that a range of speculative values 

unheard of before or since was for a time established, the 

clir:;ax being reached at New York MilIa, near Utica. No Yo, 

in 1873, when the fabulous sum of ~O,600 was paid for 

8th Duchess -of Geneva by R. P. Ibvies of England. 

One can grasp Mr. Bates' method of breeding by 

gl~ncing over the pedigrees of members of the DUchess 

family, but to make his method more clear, and at the 

same time give the reader an idea of what Mro ~nders (45) 

thought of Bates' breeding, 1 ~uote the follOWing: (p 70) 

"Injudicious in-bnd-in breeding, the retention of ~l 

animals dropped within the churmed Circle of the Kirk

levington tribes, regurdle~s of individual character, &nd 
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the evil influence of certain reckless specul&tors, long 

since undermined the work of Thomas Bates; but the main 

facta connected with his career and the world wide 

popularity attained after his death by stock derived 

from the Kirklevington herd mu~t ever pos~ess a f~cinution 

for the student of Shorthorn history. Moreover, they are 

not Without a le~6on to po~terity." 

The Duche~s Foundation ~ock. A~ previou~ly ~tated 

Bates began breeding oihortho rna in 1800, although his first 

Duchess animal wu~ not purchased until 1804. This was u 

cow named Duchess purch~~ed from Charles Colling for 100 

guineas ($500). She was ~ired by Daisy Bull (186) and in 

calf to Favourite (252). In this cow, Bates claimed to 

have secured not only the be~t cow in all England, but 

the only one then living runn1*g direct from Favourite 

to Hubback. In 1805, Duchess produced a bull calf, 

Ketton 1st (7Cf; ) by ]!'avour1 te (252), which was retained 

for subse~uent service. clhe dropped one heifer Baroness 

by St. John (572), but becoming a If shy" breeder was sold 

to Mr. Donkin of ~ndhoe, and as she did not jn his 

possession settle down to bulls of desired form and 

~ua11ty her other calves (all bulls) did not carry the 

blood Mr. Bates sought. wbe was ulwuys a deep, rioh 

milker, making as high as 14 pounds of butter ·per week, ~nd 

When fed off at 17 years of age she 1s said to have made an 

eXcellent carcsss of beef. 

Bates had made up his mind that this Duchess blood WMS 
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the most valuable strain in the entire breed, and resolved 

to persevere in his efforts at ac~uiring it. At the Xet

ton dispersion in 1810. he bought Young Duchess (Duchess I 

by Bates). a granddaughter of Duchess by Daisy Bull (186). 

sired by Comet (155). at 183 guineas ($915). She was 

a poor specimen~ but Bates relied upon her breeding. and 

under the name of Duchess 1st she proved the ancestress 

of the far famed Duchess family which ultimately beoame 

the highest priced and most widely sought tribe in 

~northorn history. 
. -&l'77d/~J 

Bulls used on the Duohes". The first bull used 

was the previously mentioned bull. Ketton 1st (709), and 

in spite of his olose breeding, he was said to have been 

an animal of strong constitution and possessed the refine-

. ment and character so earnestly sought. It wa. said that 

Xetton I (709) never got a "middling oalf". All were 

above the average. -Ketton I (709) was u.sed in the herd 

until 1815. Bere it should be noted that both Ketton I 

and Duchess I were inbred animals. ~d closely related, 

both being fUll of the blood of Favourite (262). 

From 1816 to 1820, the bulla Ketton 2d (710) and 

Ketton 3d (349) (son and gr~ndson of Ketton I, 709) were 

used but not so sucoessfully as Xetton I. ~e next bull 

used was Marake (418), and it is ola1med that through 

him fresh blood was introduoed, although his breeding 

Was diasppoint1ng. I oannot see where there COUld have 

been muoh st~nge~ blood brought into the herd through 
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~rske, beoau~e his pedigree ~bows that he wa~ closely 

bred in the blood of Favourite on both sire's and dam's 

side. Not being satisfied with Murske (418), he (Mr. Bates) 

sent Duchess 3d to be bred to Duke (226), full brother to 

Duchess I by Comet (155), ~nd the result was the noted 

Sire The Earl (646). The Earl was used extensively in 

the herd at Ridley Ball where the herd w~s ID~intained 

until 1830, then being tr~nsferred to Kirklavington. 

The Earl (646) was succeeded by his son 2d Hubback (1423). 

This bull was said to have had all the ~uality of old 

Hubb~ck, and w~s noted for the uniformity of his get. 

This bull was probably the best of e~rly bulls u~ed in 

the herd, and it ~hould be noted that he was not out of 

a Duchess cow, but out of Red lwse I, ~ cow closely bred 

in Favourite blood. along about the time The Earl and 

2d Hubback were being used in the herd, we find t~t 

Cleveland (146), 2d Earl (1511), and 3d Earl (1514) 

were used to ~ lilliited extent. 

The next bull of importance was Belvedere (1706). 

He was used extensively from about 1831 to 1837. During 

this time, the bulls Gambier (2046) and Norfolk (2377) 

were used in a limited way. Belvedere (1706) Was spoken 

of as the bull of ? rinceas blood, when in reality Prinoess 

Was only a conoentration of the blood of Favourite. The 

cow Prinoessoccurs twice in the third anoestral generation 

of his pedigree, s~e being sired by Fa~urite and out of a 
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daughter of Favourite. Belvedere was closely bred in 

the blood of F~vourite, ~nd it is misleading to speak of 

him as of Princess blood. Besides having the concentration 

of Favourite's blood, he (Belvedere) was the product of 

full brother by gister mating. The bull Norfolk (2~77) 

bred by Mr. Whit~ker, was a1go c10Qely bred in Favourite's 

blood, and his dam, Nonparie1, w~s the product of full 

brother by sister mating. Following Belvedere (1706) 

his son, Short Tail (2621), was used for several years, 

then Duke of Northumberland (1940), Cleveland Lad (1706), 

2nd Cleveland Lad (~408), H01kar (4041), 4th Duke of 

Northumberland (~646), Lord Barrington C9~08), and 2d Duke 

of Oxford. These last named bulls, beginning with Duke 

of Northumberland, were used over ~ period of ten years, 

from 18~9 until Ba tE!s '. death in 1849, and were ~11 inbred 

animals. 
f~rrl'* Study of the DucheQs4and In-Breeding. This onOe , 

famous ~amily was closely inbred for generations (1808-

1849), and the foundation stock was closely inbred to 

begin With; yet superior in~ividuals were produoed. I 

could give pages in regard to show yard fame. the craZe 

< to obtain descendants of this family at fabulous prioes, 

etc •• but it would be useless here. It is well known that 

this family has degener~ted, and w~s very unproductive in 

the hands of its maker. Unproduotiveness is no doubt 

the final cause of its disappearance, but What caused this 
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unproductiveness or sterility? There is no other family 

in Shorthorn history so well ad~pted to a Qtudy of in

breeding, and ~ it is little better th~n vulueless 

because records were kept rather spasmodioally at the time 

of this experiment, und all missing links are lost. 

However, I shall make a study of the 68 DJchess cows old 

enough to breed at the time of Mr. Bates' death. 

My first study will deal with the number of cowa 

~terile; number~cing one, ~, and three calves; 

and also the total number of oalves produoed during t he 

first and last half of the experiment. If continued in

breeding is harmful in itself and ia a oause of sterility 

and low productiveness as olaimed, we would expect an 

inoreased number of sterile and also an increased number 

prodUCing only one or two calves in the latter half of 

thia experiment. 

Note: Aooording to Mr. ~ndera (45--pp 110, 111), 

the following table was obtained from Mr. Riohard Gibson 

and ia complete for all Duohess cows living long enough 

to breed at the time of Mr. Bates' death in 1849. Two 

oowa, Duohess 13th and 57th, are said to have died young, 

but as neither had any offspring and one ocoura within the 

first twenty-nine cows and the other in the latter twenty

nine, I ahall consider them as sterile oows and not omit 

them. 
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Na.me Born Sire Lam Calves Produced 

Male Female 
Bulls ~'teers 
n~med or un- Lived Died 

ntimed 

Du.chess _l : 1808 Comet 1 4 

Duchess 2 1812 Ketton 1 2 2 

(Du,chess ~ 1815 " 1 4 1 4 

Duchess 4 1816 Ketton 2d 1 1 3 

Duchess 5 1817 " 1 1 

Duchess 6 1819 Ketton ~d 4 1 4 

Duchess 7 1820 Marske ~ 

Duchess 8 1820 " 2 1 1 ~ 

Duchess 9 1821 If 2 1 2 

Duchess 10 182- Cleveland 4 

Duchess 11 10822 Young Marske 5 1 2 

Duchess 12 1822 The Earl 4 1 

Duches&:i 1~ 182;3 " 9 

Duchess 14 1823 " 6 1 

Duchess 15 1824 If 8 

Duc he S&:i 16 1824 If 3 1 

Duchess 17 1825 ~rd Earl 11 

DuChess 18 1825 2d Hubback 6 

Duchetis 19 1825 " 12 5 1 

DuChes&:i 20 1825 2d Earl 8 2 

Duchess 21 1825 " 3 

Duchess 22 1826 2d Hubback 9 

DuChess 2~ 1826 2d ll:arl 11 

DuChess 24 1826 2d Hubback 6 
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Name Born 6lire lhm Calves ]2roduced 
Mule Femu1e 

Bulla ~'teers 
n~med or un- Lived Died 

named 

Duchess 25 1826 2d Hubb~ck 8 

Duchess 26 1826 " 3 1 1 1 

Duchess 27 1827 " 16 

Duchess 28 1827 " 6 

Duchess 29 1829 " 20 1 -- - - - - - - - - -- - --

Duchess 30 1830 2d HubbB:ck 20 3 6 

Duohess 31 1830 If 26 

Du.che~s 32 1831 " 19 1 1 

Duohess 33 1832 Belvedere 19 1 

~chess 34 1832 " 29 4 1 2 

Duohess 35 1833 Gambier 19 

Duohess 36 1834 Belvedere 19 

~ohess 37 1834- I' 30 1 2 2 

~chess 38 1835 Norfolk 33 1 2 

Duohess 39 1835 Belvedere 30 

Duchess 40 1835 " 19 

~Oheas 41 1835 " 32 2 2 

Duchess 42 1837 " 30 1 

Du.chesa 43 1837 " 34 1 1 

Ducheas 44 1838 atort Tail 37 

~Ohess 46 1838 " 30 

~ohess 46 1838 " 34-

~Ohess 47 1839 " 37 
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Name Born Sire I6m Calves produoed 
, Mal e Fenwl e 

Bulla Steers 

- nwned or un- Lived Died 
named 

Dtlchess 48 1839 ~ort Tail 

Duchess 49 l8~9 " 

Duchess 50 1839 lUke of 
Northumberland 

Du.chesa 51 1840 Cleveland Lad 

30 

~O 

~8 

41 

Duchess 52 1841 Holkar 38 

Duchess 53 1842 . Duke of 
Northumberland 41 

Duohess 54 1844 2d Cleveland Lad 49 

Duohess 55 1844 4th Duke of 
Northumberland 

Duohess 56 1844 2d Duke of 
Northumberland 

~8 

61 . 

Duchess 57 1846 2d Cleveland Lad 60 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

Duchess 68 1846 Lord Barrington __ 64 __________________ 1:-____ ___ 

Total ••••••••••••• 29 16 63 

From the ,above table we find, in considering the first 

halt or the first twenty nine cows/that the following number 

.-ere sterile, etc., 

Number of cows sterile •••••••••••••• l3 

'-----------~~~~~~~------~-------------------------

2 
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Results of last 29 cowa: 

Number of cowa aterile •••••••••••• 12 (one twin with 
a bull) 

" " If producing one calf •• 4 

" " It " 2 calves ••• 4 

" " " " 3 calves ••• 2 

Total number of calves produced ••• 55 

Can we draw any concluaiona from the above tabulations? 

I don't believe we·can, although there ia nothing to indi

oate that continued in-breeding brought about an increased 

number of aterile, or an inoreased number producing only 

one calf. The number of sterile indi¥1duald decreaded by 

one in the laat half of the experiment, and one of those 

individuals, Duchess 53d, waa a twin with a bull. 

Now we ahall work out the "coefficient of in-breeding" 

and also the "ooefficient of relationship" for eaoh of 

these fifty-eight (58) Duoheas cows. By taking an average 

of these coefficients for ali sterile and all fertile cows, 

we probably .can make a oomparison that will throw aome 

light upon the subject. This oomparison will include the 

fifth ancestral generation. 

The"coeffic1ent of in-breeding" Simply means that the 

1ndi~1dual under consideration haa a oertain peroentage 

fewer anoestors in any given generation (here the fifth) 

than the maximum pOSSible number. This is the expression 

Used by Raymond Pearl (46) and in no way represents the 
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relationship between the sires'~nd damar side of a pedi

gree. The reappearance of any animal in a pedigree ia 

checked el) and this means that all the ance~tors of 

checked animals are counted in any generatiop, and the 

percentage of reduced ancestors .orked out on the basis 

of the total possible number for the generation under 

consideration. 

The "coefficient of relationship" expresses the 

percentage of total ance~tors on one side (Sire's) of a , 

pedigree which are common to the other side (dam'S). 

This means th~t whenever an indiVidual occurs on both 

Sides of a pedigree, he or she is checked (v) on one 

side for each time they appear on the other side, and the 

percentage calculated from the number Checked bnd the 

total number of ancestors for one side of a pedigree. 

Thia total number of ancestors ia thirty-one (31) when 

the fifth ancestral generation is included. This "coef

fiCient of relationship" differs somewhut from the 

coefficient suggested by £earl (46). Pearl conSiders 

the primary reappearance of all animals that first • 

appear on the sire's side and then reappear on the 

dam's sida, and vice versa. Then from the number thus 

appearing, h.works out the coeffioient of relationship 

for sire's and dam's ancestors, based on the number of 

Possible ancestors for ~ire or dam in any given generation. 

A~ an example to illustrate where I differ with his method, 
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I give the pedigree of King Melia Rioter 14th, used by 

Pearl in his explanation of the "coefficient of relation

ship" • Here we find that the sire 0 f King Melia Rio ter 

14th is also his grandsire on his dam's aide, and yet 

Pearl's coefficient of relationship is sero (0) for the 

second ancestral generation. I contend that this does 

not express the relationship bet~een the sire's and dam's 

side of the ~edigree, because Lar~ssa Marie certainly 

contains one-balf the blood of King Melia Rioter. I 

acknowledge th~t my coefficient of relationship does not 

fill the true meaning of the term, but at the same time 

it shows tn. percentage of common anoestors to each side 

of the pedigree, and is applicuble to any pedigree. 

Table II contains the coefficients of in-breeding 

and coefficients of relationship for all sterile females 

occuring in the, first fifty-eight cows of the Duchess 

fcimily. Table III comtains the same coeffiCients for all 

fertile cows. 

Table II 

(Containing onll sterile .Animals) 
.r . -F . 

Name In-breeding Coefficient: Relationsh1I! 

Du.chess 7th 71.9 41.9 

" loth 75.0 70.9 

" 13th 81.2 5811 
n 15th 81.2 58.1 

n 17th 84.4 77.4 

" 18th 65.6 45.1 

Coef:! • 
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Table II t Cont. 

Name In-breeding Coefficient Relationship Coeff. 

Du.cheaa 21st 84.4 70.9 

" 22nd 62.5 45.1 

" 23rd 81.2 61.3 

" 24th 65.6 45.1 

" 25th 62.5 45.1 

" 27th 6a.7 61.3 

" 28th 65.6 45.1 

'f 31st 68.7 60.6 

" 35th 37.5 9.7 

" 36th 65.6 16.1 

" 39th 62.5 9.7 

!I 40th 65.6 16.1 " .. 
" 44th 65.6 74.2 

If ' 46th 65.6 74.2 ~;. " 

If 47th 65.6 74.2 

" 48th 56.2 25.e 

" 52nd 59.4 54.8 

If 51rd 65.6 58.1 

If 57th 53.1 39.9 

Aver~ge •••••••••••••••••••• 67.2 5~.5 
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Table III 

(Contc;.in jng only fertile individUCj.1s) 

. 
IF ::r . 

liume In-breeding coefficientl Ra1ution~hi12 Coefficient 

Du.che~a 1 71.9 58.1 

tf 2 71.9 58.1 

" 3 71.9 58.1 

If 4 62.5 32.2 

If 5 62.5 32.2 

" S 75.0 e7.1 

;J 8- 71.9 41.9 

II 9 71.9 41.9 

" 11 68.7 71.3 

" 12 75.0- 67.7 

" 14 81.2 41.9 

" 16 84.4 60.6 

" 19 71.0 .61.3 

" 20 75.0 51.6 

" 26 68.7 45.1 

" 29 71.9 54.8 

II 30 71.9 64.4 

" 33 65.6 16.1 

" Z4 62.5 9.7 

" 37 62.5 9.7 . 

" 38 . 50.0 35.5 

" 41 62.5 6.4 

" 42 62.5 9.7 
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Table III, Cont. 

N~me In-breeding Coefficient HelationshiE Coefficient 

Duchess 43 65.6 48.4 

" 45 56.2 25.8 

" 50 59.4 32.2 

n 49 56.2 25.8 

" 51 53.1 51.6 

" 54 50.0 48.4 

" 55 65.6 48.4 

" 56 62.5 45.1 

" 58 62.5 45.1 

Average ••••••••••••••••• 66.6 43.9 

From the~e table~, it is shown t~t the average of 

the "coefficients of in-breeding" is al.most t identical for 

the sterile (67.2) and the fertile (66.6) groups, but there 

is a difference of about ten (10) per cent in the average of 

the"ooefficients of relationship". ~t first glance We might 

oome to the coholusion that this difference, wh1ch is ten 

per oent h1gher in case of the sterile group, has a · real meaning, 

but by studying the individuals of each group, we oan see no 

signific~nce in this higher peroentage, because we find more 

animals with extremely low ooefficients of relationship in 

table III than in table II. This seems to be a strong 

indication that the coefficient of relationship has no 

bearing whatsoever on sterility. 

Yrbat Daused this large percent~ge of Aterility in , 
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. the above familY,-?. It has been claimed by many thut 

in-breeding wa~ the cuuse of low-productivene~s, and 

etetilityin Bates' bred cattle. m. Stinders (45) (p l36) 

makes the positive statement thut the low-productiveness 

of the Dutchees family w~s un~uestionably due to in

ceetuous breeding. Are we justified in making such ~ 

statement? ~ny did this inoestuous breeding affect 

some animals and not others eubjeoted to the same degree 

of in-breeding? There are cases of full sisters in thi~ 

family where one proved to be fertile and the other l:iter1le. 

Duchess 48th and 49th is an example of this condition. 

Another case of identioal breeding where one proved sterile 

and the other two were fertile ia shown in Duohess 7th 

( sterile), 8th and 9th (fertile). Another case 0 flow und 

high productiveness crops out in the full sisters, fuches~ 

29th and Duchess 30th. Duchess 29th produced only one 

calf, while Duche~s 30th produoed nine. 

How are we to explain these conditjons? Does it 

not deem plaus1ble, s~nce most authDrities agree that 

different degrees of fertility come about through the 

germinal make-up of an individual's parents (inheritanoe 
, 

of fertility), that degregation - h~s pl~yed the all im

portuntpart in determining the animals carrying the 

characters for high-produotiveness, low-produotiveness, 

and sterility? This surely is a more logioal explanation 

of What really existed, than to say that incestuous 

breeding was un~uestionably the cause. Of course we are 
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absolutely igno rant of the mul tiplici ty of ftioctors in

volved in the determination of ~uch a character as 

fertility, but If it is inherited we can expect segre

gation to take place and in-breeding is ~n exoellent means 

of bringing hidden characters to the surface. The ' pro

babil~ty that low-productiveness g,nd 'sterility were 

germinal in this family seem more th~n likely, since 

Hubbao1i:'.s dam was a shY bree'der tl.nd never produced 

another calf aft~r she dropped HubbaQk,~nd the first 

Da.che~s cow owned by Bates was disposed of beoause she 
, ' 

Wtl.S a shy breeder., 'Th'i s Ihches's oow was really the 

foundation of the Duohess ftolmily •. she being the dam of 

Ketton I (709) tl.nd the grand-dtolmof Dllchess l • • The very 

fact that sterility appeared ,in aome of the Ihchess cows 

which were 'not 00, closely inbred and others more closely 

inbred Viere fertile (Tables I,; II,and III) proves to me . '. . . 

that in-breeding , ~er se~'~ 0not~the c~use~ 

In-Breeding of the Duchess Blood Continued after 

Bates' Death. Mr. Butts (47) makes the following .state

ment in regard to in-breeding Shorthorns , in America: 

"I bred Apricot's Glo ster 2500 upon the second generation 

of heifers of his own getr ~therebl' producing Trable Gloster 

7331. I then bred.him ef. Gloster) back to his dam, 

Spring Beauty, and the result was the very .fine heifer, 

Souvenir. I then bred Treble Gl()ster to a,uvenir. and 

the result was an extra fine heifer which is May Beauty; 

and I wish here to say tbit the above course of breeding 
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has been so entirely sutisfuctory in the past th~t I am 

now breeding Treble Gloster to all my females, reg<;:.rdle~s 

of relationship to them, in the fullest confidenoe in 

this course of breeding." The pedigree of ~y Beauty 

(American Shorthorn Herd Book) given here verifies this 

experiment, and we find that .pricot's Gloster 2500 was 

overflowing in Duchess .blood through both his sire and 

dam. 

The above breeding is an excellent example to 

verify my statement that in-breeding per se does not 

produce sterility. This is also proof that long con

tinued in-breeding does not produce degeneraoy of other 

characters. Here we h~ve ~ oase of in-breeding oarried 

from Favourite (252) through many generations without 

evil results. To sum up this experiment, we can say that 

it represents the in-breeding experiment begun by Charles 

Colling in l792,--continued for many years in his own herd; 

then taken up by Thomas Bates and continued throughout 

the breeding 0 f the Duohess family, and finally being 

handed over to~r. Butts of Ma'nl;vs, N. Y., who continued 

the same practice for several years, or until 1874. Thess 

animals bred by Mr. Butts were subjeoted to more or less 

olose breeding for a period of m8re tha.n eighty years; 

yet, good indiViduals were produoed. 

Methods lursued by the Mea~ra. Cr~ick~hunk. (~nder8 

45) One of the 'greatest Jhorthorn herd~ in the history· of 
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the breed wa~ built up -through the effortd of the Cruick

shank brothers- (Amos c.1.nd Anthony) at ~"1ttyton, Aberdeen, 

~otlc.1.nd. The foundc.1.tion anima.ls of this herd were pur

chc.1.sed in 1537 and 1838. ti.nd the management 0 f the herd 

was direct~d by Amos until his death in 1895. His brother 

Anthony. although engaged in bc.1.nking at aberdeen, was a 

partner in the busine~a, and it 1s claimed tbQt it was 

through his efforts thut nothing but good ~n1mal~ were 

used in the foundc.1.tion stock. 

The ambition of the Bootha was to estub1ish a 

new type of c~tt1e capable of turning raw material into 

flesh to a greater degree of satisfaction than had been 

done by their brother breeders. This ambition was realized 

by Amos . before his death. _ His brother Anthony had died in 

1879. or just about the time the Cruickshank cattle were 

becoming famous. Until about this date, the cattle of 

Bateablood were the craze. Amos Cruickshank did not 

recogni~e good ~nimals by their pedigrees as did Thomas 

Bates, nor did he _.seleot an individual because of a beau

tiful he~or nice straight outlines. liis first re~uire

ment was a "good middle", as vitality and feeding ,!uality 

can come only through animals so e'iuipped. Although 

holding the above idea, he was not opposed to fintshand 

style but rather tried to combine all. 

In selecting his original cows, particualr emphasis 

Was p1a.ced upon constitution and aptitude to fatten. These 
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cows were selected from the leading herds throughout 

England, but realizing that he (Amos) could not :~~. a~ 
herd of cows th,-t suited his fancy in ull re·spect'~.!.t:~{' 
decided to bring about the desired improvement through 

good sires. His first sires were purc~sed of Capt. 

Barclay, England, and were full of Colling's breeding. 

The pedigree of Billy (3151) purchased from Capt. ~rclay 

is un example of Barclay~s breeding. Lanoaster Comet 

(116637) purchased from Mr. Wilkinson is ~nother ex~mple 

of close breeding among the e~rly Sires u~ed. Other 

famous Sires Qsed in the early history of the herd were 

Fairfax Royal (6987), Hudson (9228), Matadore (11800), 

Lord Raglan (13244) Fourth (17866), and others. Duchess 

blood was introduced into the herd through the cows 

strawberry by 2d Duke of Northumberland, and the heifer 

Premium in calf to Holker. The calf Matchless produoed 

by Premium to the cover of BOlker was aaid to have been 

one of the best cows in the herd at thut time. 

After selecting the best Sires obt~inable for 

a period of more than twenty years, the Cruickshank c~ttle 

h&d not developed that uniformity in essential character

istics which the brothers so earnestly desired; so, their 

policy of purchasing bulla was modified in 1860, and a 

system of in-and-in breeding began. ThiS system began 

When the first get of the home bred bull Champion of 

~ngland (17526) made their appearance. His get approached 
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closely the Sittyton i'dea of Vihut ~ "North Scotland" 

Shorthorn ~hould be. and for gener~tions afterwards, the 

best of his sons. grandsons. and great-grandsons were 

used in the herd. 

The mo st noted bulls used at 3i ttyton after the 

blood of Champion of England (17526) had been concentruted 

were Royal Duke 0 f Glo ster (29864). Roan Gauntlet (35284). 

~nd Cumberland (46144). 

Royal Duke of Gloster (29864). Both his Sire and 

dam were by Champion of England and out 0 f cows by Lord 

Raglan (13244). He proved an excellent sire and was used 

extensively in the herd. 

Roan Gauntlet (35284). Sired by Royal lhke of 

Gloster (29864) and out of Princess Imyal by Champion of 

Enghmd. lie represented the closest concentration of the 

blood of champion af England and yet w~s one of the greatest 

Sires of his day. He was used for several years in the 

Si ttyton herd. 

Cumberland (46144). Sire Pride of Isles (35072), 

cont"'ing 6hamp10n of England as grandsire, and out of 

Custard, own sioter to Roan Gauntlet; Cumberland was said 

to have been an animal of extreme blocky form, low to the 

ground, and heavily fleshed. He was a gre~t sire and used 

at Sittyton eight years. 

Regardless of what we may think of close breeding, 

the cattle of CrUickshank origin are the most popular of 
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Shorthorn history, and his final goal was not reached until 

he began close breeding. In regard to the Cruickshank 
-

oattle, I 'luote the following from "~'h.orthorn Cattle" by 

Sandera (45--p 601):--"There is not in Shorthorn history 

a record of greater success attajned in the production of 

valuable cattle for practical farm and feedlot purposes 

than that which attended the breeding operations at 

Sittyton after the practice of using only home bred bulla 

was adopted. The herd began at once to take on a uni-

formity in essential points whioh it had not hitherto 

possessed, and the further the conoentration of blood was 

carried, up to a certain point, the better the results. 

The fruit of Mr. Cruickshank's appeal to the practioe of 

in-breeding was the establishment of a well-fixed type of 

short-legged, broad-ribbed, thiok-fleshed cattle feeding 

to satisfaotory weights at an early age; and the same 

conoentration of blood that served to fix these desirable 

charaoteristios insured the prepotenoy of the I:3tock for 

reproduction purposes." 

I agree with Mr.· Sander's statement with the 

. exception of one point. He stutes that the further the 

ooncentration of blood was oarried,"uF to a certain 

point", the better the results. Where is this"certain 

pOint"? It seems to me that this is the moat "unoertain 

point" in existence. 1 can find no indioation of in

breeding being carried too far in the Sittyton herd, and 
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~ome of the most noted a.nimals bred by Mr. CruickCihank 

were among those closely bred. 

( P J HEREFORD CATTLE INBRED 

Early Improvers and Their Breeding Methods. The most 

distinguished early improvers of Hereford cattle were 

Benjamin Thompkins, Sr., Benjamin Thompkin~, Jr., John 

Price, John Hewer, and Thomas Jeffried. 

The Thompkins. (29 & 48) Little is kno~n of the 

Thompkins' operations, but they ur.e Qupposed to be the 

senior improvers of Hereford cattle. Richard Thompkins, 

the father of "Benjamin the ~lder" is suppoQed to ha.ve 

bred Hereford cattle ut New House, Kings ~on, prior to 

1723, and left some cattle to his son, Benjamin of Court 

House and Wellington Court, Canon F,yon, which were above 

the average. These cattle were bred with Succe~s for 

muny years, but . the real improvement was brought about 

by "Benjamin the Younger", who was born at Wellington 

Court in 1745, ~d begun breeding Hereford Cattle in 

1766. His breeding operations were carried on for about 

fifty years at Blackball and Wellington Court, Kings £yon. 

His method was to breed from close affinities, according , 

to ~nders (48--p 52) and ~lumb (29--p 202). Through 

thiS method of close breeding, his cbttle beCame better 

Covered over the back, produced less offal, matured 
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earlier, und was of b.more uniform cha.racter than tho sa 

possessed by his father. 

John Price (29--p 203 and 48--p 58). John Frice of 

Earl's Croome b.nd l~all, Worcestershire, bec~me interested 

in Hereford Ca.ttle in obout 1804, und ut the time of his 

death in 1841, he had developed a famous herd. Being 

a close disciple of "Thompkins the Younger", he secured 

hi a foundo tion l:)tock from bellington Court and bred from 

close affinities. The old Thompkins strain of Hereforda 

were white and mottled of face and no effort was made by 

Price to establish uniformity of color. 

John Hewer(48--pp64, 65) lOhn Hewer occupied many 

farms in .lh.ropshire and Herefo rdsh1re during his tillIe, 

and wa.s ~n eminent Hereford breeder. He began breeding 

Herefore Cattle in 1817, and oontinued until 1873. He 

is sa.id to have establi~hed the uniform white fuce of the 

present day Hereford. His practioe wus in-and-in breeding. 

The foundation bulla were closely related to a bull oalled 

~ilver (540). Chiefly ~ons and grandsons of thiS bull 

were used in the early development of his herd. Through 

Young Wellington (505). Old Fawurite (442), and Waxy (403), 

the blood Wus strongly concentrated. One of the · greatest 

of the Hewer bulls, Old ~vereign (414). Was the progency 

of an own brother a.nd sister. It ia claimed tha.t he Was 

acknowl edged to be "the best bull ever bred in the county 
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of Hereford and the sire and grandsire of more prize 

cattle at ~ithfield and elsewhere than any other bull 

in the Kingdom". lIotice his pedigree as the sire of 

Cetmore (376) spoken of luter. Lattery (410) and many 

other famous bulls bred by Rewer were closely inbred. 

Thomas Jeffries. (29--p204 & 48--pp69 and 70) ~homas 

Jeffries of the Grove, Pembridge, and other estates, was a 

noted breeder of Hereford Cattle during the second ~uarter 

of the nineteenth century. His succe~a was attributed to 

hie method of close breeding and the use of close bred 

bulls hired 0 f John Hewer. ' The previously mentioned 

bulls, Sovereign (404) and Lottery (410) were among the 

earlier bulls hired by Jeffries. The noted bull Catmore 

(376) Bir.dib7t~vereign and ' out of a daughter of Lottery 

represents in-breeding as practiced by Jeffries. catmore 

(376) won first prize at the first Royal show at Oxford 

in 1839, and left some valuable offspring at the grave. 

He was .said to have been a fin.e specimen of Hereford ' 

nesh and reached the enormous weight of 3950 pounds, 

pro~ably estimated. His pedigree given here verifies his 

close breeding. 

Later Improvers .of Fame in England and America • . 

The two most conspicuous herds of the latter part of the 

nineteenth oentury were the her's of T. J. Carwar~ioe, 

Stootonbury, England, and' Gudge1l and Simpson 0 f 

Independence, MisQouri, 11. S. A. Many other breeders of 

importance could be mentioned, but it is conceded that 
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the descendants of these two herds contain ,more superior 

show and breeding animals than ull other herds combined. 

T. J. Cawardice. (48--pp422, 426'. A. H. Herd ]oak) 

In the hands of this noble, broad-minded breeder, the foun

dation stock of the pregent day Hereford favorites were 

bred. Both AnXiety (5188}--22Z8 ~d Lord Wilton (4740) 

were uaed in his herd, and the deacendunts of these great 

bulla have made Herefords famous on both sides of the 

Atlantic. 

Anxiety 2238 was imported to America in 1879, and 

although he lived only one year on this side of the ocean. 

he left, a few valuable offapring in Mr. CUlbertgon'a 

herd. Douglas County. Illinois. The most valuable off

spring ~f Anxiety were sired before hia importation in 

Mr. Cowardice's herd •. His beat get were the ~llS. 

Anxiety 4th (5188) 2338 and Anxiety 3d ~ and the cow 

Prettyface 5735. Although Anxiety 2238 was not an inbred 

animal, we find that hiathree beat get were inbred. 

The three animals just mentioned were all the produot 

of half-brother by half-siater matinga. Both sire and 

dam of Anxiety 4th. Anxiety 3d, and Prettyface 5735 were 

sired by Longhorns (4711). and in the case of Anxiety 4th 

both of his grand-d~ms were by Dacote (3060); a~ 'he was 

a closely inbred animal, and the most famous of all the 

get of old Anxiety. ., 

Anxiety 4th 2338 was imported to Amerioa by Gudgell 
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and Simpson, and by the judicious conoentration of his 

blood, they built up the most famous herd of Hereford 

Cattle in Amerioa. Anxiety 3rd 4466 was also imported 

to this country, ~nd gave v~luable service in Tom 

Clark's herd of Illinois. He proved an exoellent sire of 

daughters, ~d for several ye~r~, his daughter~ made their 

mark at the leading shows. Prettyfaoe 5736 was imported 

in 1881, ~fter winning fame both as a breeder and as a 

show cow in ~gland. When imported she Was in oalf to 

Lord Wilton (4740) and to this cover ~he produced Lord 

Wilton S7'~ : , which proved an excellent Sire in the 

Culbertson herd. Lord Wilton (4740) was alae an inbred 

animal. He was strong of the blood of 2ilot (2156) and 

Sir David (349). While this Anxiety blood in the Cul

bertson herd became very famous, the herd never reaohed 

the fame attached to the Gudell and Simpson herd. The 

Anxiety and Lord Wilton blood was freely used in the 

Cawardioe herd and by a oert~:dn amount of in-breeding, 

the herd became famous on both ~ides of the Atlantio. 

Gudgell und .:)imp6on (48--'. A. H. Herd Book). The 

foundation of the Gudgell and S1mpdon herd was laid in 

1177. The foundation animals were purohased by Charles 

Gudgel1 from F. W. ~one, Guelph, OntariO, and Were said 

to have been a cho ioe seleotj on. iKiI'. 3impaon beo~e a 

Joint partner in ·1880, liIlld then they begun to make 

importations. In their second importation in 1881, thay 
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( r " 
obtained four daughters of old Anxiety and one ~on,. t, ;.;;.."':.; 

famous Anxiety 4th. The bull North Pole 8946 Was also 

imported at the same time, and used in the herd, but he 

did not e~ual Anxiety 4th as an individual or as a ~ire. 

Anxiety 4th, as previously stated, came from the famous 

Cawardice herd, and was an excellent indiv1dual with 

much better hind ~uarters than Herefords carried at that 

time. This character was transmitted to his offspring, 

and by judicious in-breeding, AnXiety 4th made the Gudgell 

and Simpson herd falOOus. Mr. ~nders (48) (p 481) states 

that anxiety 4th was probably the greatest "all around" 

breeding bull eVer imported. 

For several year~, Gudgell and ~impson fOllowed the 

~ame lines of various ~erican Hereford breeders, who 

were religiously abstaining from breeding to close af

finities, and for several year~ . they bred the four 

heifers bought of ~. Cawardice and aired by Old Anxiety 

22Z8 to North Pole 8946. As an experiment, one of theae 

heifers was bred to ~iety 4th and produced a very fine 

calf. This calf proved so markedly superior to other 

calves of the same cow and those from other cow~ sired by 

Anxiety 22Z8 that the eyes of these breeders were opened 

to the possibilities of a changed system of breeding. 

They had already noticed that Anxiety 4th was a produot 

of close breeding; so, they began concentrating the blood 

of this great bull by the use of his sons and gran4~ons 

in the herd. All fresh blood introduced after this time 
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was brought in through a few females. Jever~l noted 

bulls were later tried in the herd, but fa.iled to give 

good re~ult~ ~nd Were didc~rded. The famous show bull 

~arl of Shadeland 47th ~6644 ~nd ~rk Hanna 742~0 were 

two of the well-known bulls tried in the herd that 

proved so unprofitable. 

To show the concentration of the blood of· Anxiety 4th 

in thjs famous herd, 1 submit the pedigrees of So few of 

the most famous aniffials bred by Gudgell and Simpson. 

The pedigrees of Beau Donald 68996. ]undy Rex 71689. 

Militant 71766, Mischievious 71760, Miss Caprice 109726, 

and Mischief Maker 97907 show that they were closely 

inbred; yet they were among the most famous aniffials of 

their day. and proved valuable breeders. The concen

tration of the blood of Anxiety 4th in these animals 

is analogous to the concentration of Champion of England's 

blood in the Cruickshank herd, and I fail to see that 

injury resulted in eitherca8e; but on the contrary, it 

seems to rua~e been the main factor in prodUCing uniformity 

and prepotency in each herd. 

Many cases of close breeding can be oited in our 

famous Herefords of the present day. The young Hereford 

bull, Woodford 6th 605407. winner of the first prize 

in the junior yearling class at the International at 

Chioago, 1916. is an example of close in-breeding. lIe 

Wa.s sold at this show for i1.6.l00 to N. J. Camden of 

Versailles, Ky. He was bred by W. H. CurtiS of Eminence • 
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Kentucky, ~nd previous to the above sale was owned by 

E. H. Taylor, Frankfort, Ky. I have seen this bull 

on two different occasions,and knowing him to be an 

inbred animal, . 1 examined him with a view of deteoting 

some fault in his make-up, but as his faults were so 

deeply buried beneath his beautiful outward appearance, 

I came to the conolusion that they did not exist. 

Woodford 6th titus aired by Woodford 500000 and out of 

Belle Perfection 19th Z72547. Both Woodford and Belle 

Perfeotion 19th were sired by ~erfection 9Z891 and out of 

closely related dams, Belle Donald 114th267l91 and Belle 

Donald llZth 267190. 

Of course I have given a mere sketch of Hereford 

breeding, but it is evident that in-breeding has played 

its part both in the early development of the ~reed and 

in the establishing of desirable ~ualities today. Had 

it not been for the concentration of the Anxiety blood. 

the american Hereford would no "doubt still lack the good 

hind ~uarters seen on good specimen8 of the breed today. 

(C) Polled Durham Cattle Inllred. The Polled Ihrham' 

, breed of cattle has been established in America CU. S.) 

by close breeding between a few individuals possessing 

the polled character or scurs. Young Hamilton 114169 

Was the product of a half-brother by half-Sister mating. 

Bis sire and dam both were sired by Aoklam ~aron 2nd 

49641. Young Hamilton was ~ exoellent individual. and 

the grand champion of the breed at the Columbian Exposition. 
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Ottawa Duke 109292 and Ottawa King 109293 (full brothers) 

were out of a half-brother by half-~ister mating, and 

their uncestors were otherwise closely related. The breed 

was built up from two cows, Nellie Gwyne and ~llie 

Gvqne (full sisters) and their close descendants. 

{~ Experiments of Rhys. Arthur Rhys, the herdsman 

bt the University of Missouri, has practiced close in

breeding of dogs and rabbits .without ob~erving any 

evil results. He closely inbred fox . terriera for nine 

gener~tions. For seven gener~tions, the male (Designer) 

of the originally unrelated pair, was bred to hiS daughters. 

A son of this last litter wus then mated to his dam, and 

from the resulting litter, a brother and sister were 

selected and inbred. ~~rict selection for strong individ

uals was practiced throughout the experiment, ~nd Mr. Rhya 

states that he could see no eVidence of loss in constitu

tion, diminished size, or decrease in fertility as ~ 

result of in-breeding fox terriers. Although the later 

generation seemed to lack courage to SOme extent, he,did 

not attribute this l~tter condition to in-breeding. 

He inbred Belgian rabbits for several generations 

without observing any evil effects. In regard to in

breeding, Mr. Rhya states that, "I see no evil effeots 

from my own experiments, and I have seen many other in

bred animals that were superior individuals. If a man 

knows something about the ancestors of his animals and 

Uses good judgment in his selections, I don't believe there 
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is harm done by in-breeding." 

tv. IS FERTILITY INHERITED? 

From the available literature on the subject of in

breeding and from my study of the breeding methods adopted 

by the early Bhorthorn breeders (especially Bates' experi

ment), there seems to be some foundation for the argument 

that in-breeding per se has some effect upon the fertility 

of aniffials, or that there is some phySiologic~l condition 

brought about which interferes with the union of the sperm 

and ovum of closely related animals. If the latter con

dition exists, there is no available literature, as far as 

I know, which will clear up this point. There has been some 

work done on the inheritance of the fertility of domestic 

animals, and I shall review some of this work in o·rder to 

determine whether or not we should charge low productiveness 

or sterility to in-breeding. 

Review of Literature. The experiments of rearl (49) 

a t the Maine .Agricultural Experiment .ita. tion led him to 

believe that the "hatching "!uti.lity of eggs" (mea.sured by 

per cent of fertile eggs ~tched) is definitely inherited 

in the female line, and probably also in the male line. 

A correlation table w~s formed which showed for every 

possible pair of fUll sisters which occurred in the pedigree 

records, the per cent of each sister's fertile eggs hatched. 

The coefficient of correlation indicating the degree of 

"fraternal'! inheritance with 
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reference to thi~ ch~racter wa~ cblculuted with the 

following re~ult~: 

Correl~tion between oi~ter~ in respect to per cent 

of fertile eggs hbtched, r ~ 0.188 ~ 0.060. 

Thi~ shows a oen~ible positive si~ter--~i~ter 

correlation. ~his re~ult is contradictory to the re~ult~ 

obtuined when the coefficient of correlbtion wu~ worked 

out for the same character between mothers and dau~hters. 

After b careful study of the individual records, it was 

found thut ~ensible coefficient~ of fr~ternal inheritance 

associated with low or insignjficant parental coefficients 

occurred, whenever the phenomenon of prepotency occuro in 

the uncestral line. ':i.'his merely meb.ns thca.t the exi~tence 

of sach purental inheritunce is musked by the existence 

of varying degrees of prepotency With reference to this 

ch~racter ~ongst the mothers; so the ubsence of a signifi

cant parental correlation does not mean thQ.t hatching 

'-!uality is not inherited. 

Twinning. Reitz und l~berts (50) of the Illinois 

Station found the following positive correlution co

efficients in their biometric studie~ With respect to 

tWinning in Shropshire sheep: 

Between tt.e sum of the numbers in litters in which the 

two parents are born und the size of litter in which the 

correspond ing 0 ffspring are bo rn, r = 0.OS80 i: 0.0070; 

between sizes of litters in which duma are born and ~izes 
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of litters in which their offspring are born, r = 0.0869 

t 0.0065; between sizes of litters in which sires are born 

and si2es of litters in which their offspring ure born, 

r = 0.0527 ± 0.0070. They also found that twin parents 

give a larger percentuge of twins amonr their offspring 

than do parents born ~s singles. Rommel tl.nd Phillips (51) 
• 

studied the inheritance of the size of litters in the female 

line of l?ol~nd China sows, ~nd found the positive cor

relation coefficient of 0.0601 ~ .0086' between the size 

of litters in which d~ms and d~ughters were farrowed. 

They concluded that the size of litter is a character 

transmitted from mother to daughter. 

Simpson (52) crossed a wild German ~hwarzwald 

bOf;l.r wi th a young Tamworth sow. The ~hw~rzvvald nor~lly 

averages 4 piga to the litter, while the Tamworth avertl.ges 

about 11. The Tamworth sow was farrowed in a litter of 

12 pigs, and to the cover of the wild bOtl.r, farrowed 

9 pigs. In the Flgeneration, three females were bred, 

one to a litter mate and the other two to unnamed sires. 

~hese sows produced 4, 4 and 6 pigs, respectfully, in their 

first litters. When the sow which produced the litter of 

6 pigs was bred to &: pure ~arzwald boar. she furrowed 

7 pigs, being apparently constant for thut degree of 

fertility. One of the sows from the litter of 6 pigs 

farrowed 12 pigs when mated to pure Tamworth bour. 

Although the numbers were small. Mr. Jimpson believed that 
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there was a clear segregaticn of fecundity factors, and 

that the boar was just as important as the female in 

regard to the inheritance of fecundity. 

£earson (53) and others found correlation coefficients 

ranging bet~een 0.0418 and 0..213 in their study of fer

tility inheritance in the human race and the thoroughbred 

horse. They believed fertility to be m&rkedly inherited 

in both man and the race horse. Lti,nfo rth (54), in muking 

a study of the births in St. Louis during the five years 

from February 1910 to February 1915, found that of the 

75,030 births recorded, . 828 were reported as twins or 

triplets. This indioates th~t multir-le births were one 

to 90.6 single. In looking into 50 oases of twins (50 

families where twins were born), he found that these 50 

pairs of twins had 171 older brothers and Sisters born 

Singly and ten (10) pairs of tWins. The fre~uenoy of 

twins among the bro therl;i and oi l:Jters of tv-'ina then :1 s one 

to 18. In the mothers fraternities there had been 318 

single births and ten pairs of twins, or one pair of 

twine to 32 Single births; in !the ftlthers' l;iide there 

had been 219 Single births and eight ~irs of tWins, or 

one pair of twins to 37 single births~ Iti.nforth oon

eluded that twinning runs in oertain fami11es. Fearl (55) 

discovered an arbitrary div1eionpoint of thirty (30) 

eggs in the winter laying period of hens, for whioh 

inheritance apparently depends upon two faotors; one 
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of which behaves an an ordinary Mende1iDn, ~nd the other 

a sex-linked condition. 

Discus~ion. The above literature verifies the 

opinions of many breeders of today; that fertility or 
fecundity is an inherent character. ~e know th~t there 

exi~ts areal difference in fecundity between some of our 

breeds of Swine, and even between different strains of the 

. same breed. What causes this variability of fecundity 

if it is not germinal and therefore inherited? These 

biometric studies(where the data has been taken from herd 

books) are not accepted by all authorities as being of 

great genetic value due to the inaccuracy of the herd-book 

records. I am inclined to believe that the inaccuracies 

of the pre~ent day herd books are not so great, but that 

we can rely on this character of work to some extent. 

An animal never exceeds her hereditary, possibilities in 

. number of offspring, and there are numerous conditions 

(physical and environmental) which may,cause an animal 

to fall short of thut number. Wentworth (56) states 

that lack of proper nutrition, failure to ~ve all ova 

released or fertilized, loss of ova, atrophy of fertili

zed ova or embryos, and diseaQe may all operate against 

the complete realization of the hereditary make-up of 

swine. Many other environ~enta1 conditions such as the 

of farrOWing time, number of litters per year, may also 

reduce the size of litters. 

Considering all these conditions, it does not seem 
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plausible th~t we have enough of d1bhone~tbreeder~ to 

make our herd-bood records valueless in a study of this 

kind. Considering the literature as a Whole, there is 

strong eVidence th~t fertility or fecundity is inherited, 

in SO Ule fashion, in the case a f domestic animals and 

man. 

I." In-breeding has been the means of accelerating 

and fixing the uniform type of many of our domestic 

anirr.als. 

2. Ead in-breeding not been indulged in by many of 

the most famous improvers of domestic aniwii.la, imprOVe

ment would have been slow, bnd the v~luable characters 

of ~ few exceptionally good indi v j d :.l.B.ls would lui.ve been 

lost to future generations. 

3. ~Lle more nearly homozygous the hereditary 

material (germ plasm) of ~n animal becomes for certain 

or all characters, the more uniformly will these c~rac

ters be transwjtted to the off~pring. 

4. Although the majority of evidence is negative, 

there is little doubt, but that the olosest forms of 

in-breeding can be practiced for "many generutions with 

our domestic animals, without evil results, provided the 

an1~als first selected are good individuals, and strict 

selection is followed in fUture ~atings. 
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5. Segregation of 0.11 heredi ti;i.ry characters, eo 

for as we know, will take place in accordi;i.nce with 

"Mende1'e Luw", i;i.nd only etrict selection will prevent 

the 1ntensi fica tion 0 f unde ~ir~b1e chi;i.racters, if such 

character~ be pre~ent in the original Qtock. 

6. Good and bad results must come from in-breding 

just as good and bad re~u1ts follow cross-breeding, becbuse 

few breeders bre familiar enough with the good ~d bad 

y,ua1ities of their aninb,le to make the proper ~e1ection of 

indiViduals to be subjected to the test of close breeding. 

7. In-breeding should not be condemned bec~use of 

bud results, no more than Qhould orosa-breeding (~y be 

applied to the crossing of unrelated animals of the same 

breed, or to the croseing of different breede). 

8. Cross-breeding, between different breeda, produces 

good anim~ls for the slaughter-house, although they ure 

useless in the improvement of our breeds. 

9. In-breeding per se ia not the caUl:ie of any · 

hereditary defect. ~ch defectl:i would be just as readily 

brought to the surface by crosl:iing, if l:iuch characters 

are preQent in the parental stock. 

10. Jelect10n seems to be the all important factor 

in controlling bad ~ualities of our domestiC animals, 

and biometric studies and experimental work indicate that 

fertility may be controlled by the breeder. 

11. Long continued inbreeding did not inorease the 
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number of ~terile individu~ls in Bates' experiment with the 

Duches~ family, and as they were the most noted animals 

of the Shorthorn breed for many years, there i~ every 

re~son to believe that their con~titution and vigor were 

not imp~ired. The experiment of Dr. King (r~t~) also 

bear~ out the latter conclusion. EVidence shows that 

Bates began this experiment with animals rather unpro

lific, and we should not be surpri~ed that sterility &nd 

low productiveness remained in the herd, because Bates 

selected his animals by pedigrees r~ther than by their 

merits. 

12. There is some evidence in the case of hogs ~d 

cattle which leads one to believe thut there is ~ pos

sibility of in-breeding bringing about a physiological 

condition which interferes wi th the union of cIa sely 

related sperms ~nd ova~. ~me ~nimals f~iled to pro-

duce offspring when mated to clo~ely rel~ted individu~ls, 

but prove rather prolific whe~ mated to unrel~ted 

animals. The experiments of Wright and Nathusius with 

swine ~nd the first Duche~s cow used by Bates are examples 

of Such a condition existing, although casas of this 

nature are too few, and the fact t~t other animals more 

olosely related have produoed offspring when mated to close

ly related individuals, indicates that there is a very 

slight possibility of such a condition existing. 

l~. The extent to which in-breeding muy be practiced 
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depend~ entirely upon the germinal constitution of animals 

involved and the ability of the breeder to make the proper 

select ion~. 

TIOn.l Il-BR~i~D-

There are two conditions which to me are constantly 

calling for thi~ method of breedjng. One of the~e arises 

in -the very best purebred herds of our 'domestic ti.nimuls, 

and the other in grading or improving common stock. 

In all breeds of purebred stock, there existf, from 

time to time, a few really superior breeding animals; and 
I 

if we allow their good ~ualities to be mingled with in-

ferior animalS, they Boon will be lost. How can these 

valuable ~ualities be preserved in order to improve the 

breed? There is only one answer to this i!uestion: "By 

in-breeding". If we are to make any progress in the 

improvement of our best breeds dJf today, this Io:iystem of 

breeding is undoubtedly going to be the main instrument 

in bringing it about. 

It was thiS Io:iystem of blood concentration which 

brought fame to Gentry's Berkshires, CruickShank's 

Shorthorns, and Gudgell Olld Jimpson' tI Herefordii. What is 

the practice of many of the belo:it breederb of dairy cattle 

today? A good Sire from a prepotent str&in, or a tested 

Sire ilo:i selected to read the herd, and then kept in service 
" 

until his grand-daughterii, also daughters, are,old enough 
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to breed. This meun~ that sire is bred to ' his d~ughters. 

Many of our college herds ure being bred in thi s wnner, 

and the reaul ts are '. very satisfactory. Of course it is 

nece~sary that sires so used ~hould not only transmit 

milking ~ualitjes to their daughters, but type and 

constitution as well. To, use an animal lacking these 

'!ualities would be sta.mping the same defects jnto the 

herd, and should be avoided. 

Grading pre~ent~ a condition v.here in-breeding can 

be practiced with impunity for one or two generations. 

If a good purebred sire is ~elected to build up a grade 

herd, he ~hould be retained and bred to his daughters. 

This method not only bring~ about a more uniform type 

in a limited time, but it reduces the cost.of improvement. 

Few breeders of grade ~tock can afford to buy a high

priced animal every other year, but in-breeding offers 

him an opportunity of purchasing a fir~t claiolS animal 

and retaining him a longer period for ~ervioe. There is 

no t a \iuestion of doubt but that this method of breedi ng will 

bring about greater improvement than to breed from medioore 

animals. 

The number of generations such a practioe can be fol

lowed depends entirely upon the animals under con~ideration. 

If strict selection is followed, which is necessary in any 

form of breeding if the breeder is to be successful, in

breeding may be practiced for many generations. On the 
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other hand, every breeder is not capable ~f making the 

proper selections and should avoid this method of 

breeding. Remember that in-breeding is a means of 

concentration and not a means of elimination. Bad as 

well as good ~ual1t1ea are concentrated, and if the 

breeder constantly keeps this in mind, he will be more 

careful in his selections, and should have little fear 

of in-breeding. 
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